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Women’s Center
gets new location

Breahin’ away
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By Dan Koga
The Women’s Center has found
a temporary home in the Administration Building at least until the
end of this summer.
The center was originally located in Building U across from University Police headquarters. It was
relocated when Building U was condemned in order to make room for a
staging area for trailers and other
equipment in the construction of the
Fourth Street Garage.
Leslie Schneider, one of the center’s three co-coordinators, said that
although they are still open, their
functions are limited due to the fact
that many of their resources are in
storage until they move to their permanent location.
According to Bob Martin,
SJSU’s dean of student programs
and services, the Women’s Center
will move to the Equal Opportunity
Program’s current office located in
the Women’s Gym.
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EOP will be moving to new
quarters in Wahlquist Library
where remodeling is to be done on
the second floor to transform it into
an all-student service floor sometime this summer.
Women’s Center co-coordinator
Karen Hester said she is still concerned with whether they will be in
their permanent location in time for
the fall semester.
"I still have a little skepticism it
will actually happen," she said. "I ,
think that would be really unfortunate if they were stuck here next fall
for evens month."
Although Schneider said it is
frustrating being without their resources and working in cramped
quarters, she said there’s time to
work on projects that have been neglected for several years and still
perform other functions of the Women’s Center.
Even though their library is in
storage, their referral program 1,

still in service, Schneider said.
Hester said of the temporary location, ". . we get a lot of traffic
through here. We’re not used to
that
The Women’s Center temporary
location is in Room 208 of the Administration Building.

Karen Hester

Accident incidents low
for campus custodians
Grant Elementary School stlidentS 1’iijoyed the tunes spun by D.J. Jim Daniels

Thomas Hard
in an event sponsored by the Multi-cultural cros,-professions task force.

Kids break into festival
By Karen Salom
Children from Grant Elementary School in San Jose
danced their way through yesterday’s lunch hour in the Student
Union Upper Pad to the sounds of
the Music Blasters, a mobile entertainment unit of disc jockey
Jim Daniels.
The children, who were visiting SJSU during the Multicultural Festival, participated in an
impromtu dance contest, where

they exhibited break dancing
routines. Six children were chosen as the best dancers of the
newest dance craze.
Break dancing consists of
spinning on the back, head and
hands to music, and is a dance
expression of young people
today. Music, ancient or modern.
is meant to translate the culture
of generations.
Suzanne Mirviss, the project
coordinator of SJSU’s Target Ac-

SJSU initiates program
to aid business students
By Carl Miller
In response to a growing need
for American business students to
become more aware of foreign and
multinational business operations,
the SJSU School of Business has
started a summer seminar program
which will be held abroad.
The seminar program will be
run by the Organization and Management Department as part of the
International Business concentration.
The program is targeted for international business students because it is believed most graduates
in international business will eventually work for multinational corporations.
Students who are majoring in
business, advertising and communications are also encouraged to
participate. although only 120 students can participate in the program.
The concept of a foreign summer seminar emerged as a result of
the SJSU business faculty recognizing the need for American business
students to learn more about growing multinational businesses.
Students will travel throughout
Europe, touring large businesses
and learning of foreign corporate
needs.
Some of the businesses which
will be toured are Pepsi Cola, BMW
and Lowenbrau. According to Kaye
Schoonhovem an associate business
professor who will oversee the semi-

nars, students will meet with top
corporate executives and discuss a
variety of foreign business problems.
The business world is getting
smaller and the foreign seminars
will allow SJSU students to "see in a
graphic way how inter-connected
the business world is," Schoonhoven
said.
The primary goal of the seminars will be to see how the problems
of multinational and foreign businesses differ from the operations of
business in the U.S., and to compare
the differences in management, she
said.
The quality of the places they
will tour is "excellent," but students
will not see how it is to "tough-it,
and tour on bicycles and trains."
The tour group will be housed in
hustles which Schoonhoven called
"as good as Holiday Inn."
The advantage of this tour is
that it is offered in conjunction with
the European Business School of
London, she said.
"They have done all of the administrative work, and SJSU does
the teaching."
The London School makes all of
the business contacts, leaving the
SJSU staff free to concentrate on educating the students, she said.
The summer seminars will be
broken into three, 28-day intervals,
allowing three groups of 40 students
to attend, and will "pack in as many
companies as they can."

cc-as, said music is a beautiful
way to represent the existing culture of people from the past and
the present.
The mobile sound-entertai
nent unit consists of an amphlr
fled stero in which Daniels plays
records for entertainment at social gatherings.
Daniels is a broadcasting
graduate from San Francisco
State University.

By Cindy Roberts
Accidents will happen, and nobody knows it better
than Richard Quisenberry. As chief of custodial services
on the SJSU campus, if an employee is injured on the job,
be it from a fall or chalk dust in the eye, he hears about it.
Quisenberry and his assistant, Louis Waddy, supervise a staff of 135 custodians who work on the campus,
which is 19 city blocks large, the South Campus, and the
five acres at the San Jose Airport used by the Aeronautics Department.
"Their (the custodians) work is so routine, often they
do it without thinking," Quisenberry said, "When they
aren’t aware of what’s going on, that’s when the accidents happen."
Nearly all employee accidents are "little things,"
and in fact, Quisenberry says he cannot remember the
last serious one that occurred in the 11 years he’s been at
SJSU. Employees usually miss work on the day of the accident, and are back on the job the next day, he said.
As far as the unusual goes, Quisenberry says just last
month an employee fell off of a ladder twice and got bit
by a dog.
"That’s pretty unusual," he said, "I guess it’s just
not her month." adding that once an employee has been
injured as the result of an accident, that accident is rarely repeated.
(ui,enberry spends at least as much time trying to

prevent accidents as he does dealing with them directly.
Each time an employee injury is rsported, a recommendation is made to that employee onliow that accident can
be prevented in the future. And each week he attends
meetings to encourage safety meetings and seminars.
Ron Montgomery, head of environmental health and
occupational safety for SJSU, has conducted such safety
seminars. He says the seminars are molded to be specific
to the kinds of problems occurring.
"We do lifting or procedural types of things, whatever’s needed at the time," he said. "We also conduct first
aid and CPR classes."
There is no set schedule for the seminars, Montgomery said. They are conducted on an as-needed basis. He
said sometimes a seminar is repeated within a six-month
period if needed.
"You just have to keep reminding them I the custodians)." said Quisenberry.
The number of job-related accidents stays average,
according to Quisenberry. "Right around six or seven a
month it doesn’t fluctuate much."
Has Quisenberry ever been involved in an accident
while on the job?
"I’ve worked here 11 years," he said, "and I’ve
never missed a day from being sick or because of an
or Mem

Director seeks students for soaps
By Cindy Roberts
If you’ve ever dreamed of
being ins soap opera, here’s your
chance to do something about it.
Today is the last opportunity to
audition for a soap opera
workshop to be conducted by
Mari Lyn Henry, casting director
for ABCeast coast, and an
SJSU alumni.
"She’s a tough lady," said
Susan Hargrave, theater arts associate professor, "She’s really
hard-nosed, New York style. I
think she’s so sharp."
Henry is seeking 20 SJSU students for the two-day workshop
for the possibility of casting. Auditions are open to all students.
The auditions are run by
Hargrave and fellow Theater
Arts faculty member Dennis Sa-

really want them to get the oneon-one."
Hargrave added that they’re
also looking for "a look: it’s unfortunate, but that’s the way it
is.
"It’s quite a bit different

looking at someone just between
here and here." Sakamoto said,
holding his hands at his chest and
the top of his head.
Those interested in auditioning must sign up. The sign-up
sheets are posted on a bulletin

board across from the Theater
Arts office in Hugh Gillis Hall. A
head shot and acting resume
must be presented at the time of
audition. Audition spots are five
minutes long and are cold readings only. Nothing need be prepared in advance.

’She’s (Mari Lyn
Henry) a tough
lady. She’s really
hard-nosed, New
York style. I think
she’s so sharp’
Susan Hargrave
theatre arts
associate pmfessor
kamoto. Sakamoto says they’re
looking for "the talent, their exmainly because teleperience
vision is different from theater.
You can’t be big and overact. I

Rich Reynolds, a music major (right), auditions for the Soap Qpera Workshop. Den-

Ron Fried
nis Sakamoto and Sue liargrave, professors
in Theatre Arts, help direct the auditions.
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EDITORIAL

Slapping your own wrist
A great injustice was done to
many of SJSU’s neighbors this
Monday.
The residents surrounding
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
house will have to endure the possibility of recurring noise and disturbances, which was a major
concern during recent semesters.
Led by Betty Cabezut, many
of the locals living around the
Pike house, located at 499 S. Fifth
St., had signed a petition to either
relocate the fraternity or oust
them from the community altogether.
The petiton had been supported by numerous telephone
complaints and police reports late
last year.
Although the protests did
have some effect ( putting the fraternity on probation for the summer months of 1983), it nevertheless failed to serve its original
purpose.
The Inter-Fraternity Council’s Judiciary decided Monday
that the Pikes can stay put, and
will not be punished for previous
actions.
In summary, their report said
that the Pikes must continue on
their current course of improved
behavioral standards, which had
been noted in recent months. A
mere slap on the wrist, you say?
Perhaps.
But the real crime of the Judiciary’s ruling was the manner
in which it was voted upon. Understand that the nine-member
committee is made up entirely of
fraternity members.
How could they possibly resolve such a touchy issue without
the possibility of bias interfering
their eventual decision?
Most trials we know of allow
no jury members to participate in

the verdict if they have any previous knowledge or relation to the
case at hand.
After all, should we tally only
the Republican votes to see if
President Reagan should be reelected for another term? Or suppose only the world’s automakers
should decide if John DeLorean
should be sentenced to jail in his
upcoming trial.
Obviously, such decisions
could be wrongfully influenced,
evenwhether justice was
tually served or not.
Though the Pikes have certainly quieted their act down
since last year, as many neighbors have attested, there are no
guarantees in the future.
With fraternity house management constantly rotating,
many neighbors are fearing their
recent peace and quiet may be
short lived.
After all, anyone with common decency would put his efforts
into putting a lid on the matters
that caused such a stir. To keep it
down for years to follow, however, may be too much to ask.
The Daily is not saying that
the IFC’s Judiciary imposed the
wrong penalties (or lack of) on Pi
Kappa Alpha. Perhaps the fraternity should indeed be commended
for their recent efforts of establishing a healthier environment
between themselves and their
neighbors.
We, however, feel that if
with
someone has had to deal
excessive noise, their lawns urinated on and garbage thrown
about their streets, then they deserve the right to have their case
heard by someone other than ones
who may have indeed particiapated in such events with another
fraternity, at one time or another.

Reagan’s program cuts
I recently discovered that apathy on the
SJSU campus in regards to President Reagan’s social program cuts is a subject which
should be addressed.

Carl Miller
Staff Writer

As a reporter tor the Spartan Daily, I was
assigned to do a Talkman, which is a serious
question posed to a variety of students. Their
responses are printed next to their photograph
in the Daily.
The question I chose was "What do you
think of President Reagan’s social program
cuts?" I estimate that about 85 percent of the
students on campus said they could not answer
the question because they knew little or nothing about the topic.
My initial reaction to their apathy was astonishment. I thought to myself. "Are these
people alive? Is this earth?" How could anyone
with the least amount of concern or curiosity

who cares!

know absolutely nothing of the tremendous social program cuts which have taken place, and
future cuts which are planned?
There are newspapers in this country in
every market and on many street corners.
Television sets are in almost every home, and
radios in nearly all automobiles.
All of these forms of media have constantly
and closely covered social program cuts. Yet,
the overriding majority of students asked knew
nothing of the cuts.
This lack of awareness tells me that many
SJSU students are not paying attention to significant issues that are taking place in front of
our noses.
I find this appalling and frightening. We
are supposed to be college students, seeking to
learn more of what’s going on in the world
around us.
I don’t feel it’s as important what positions
students took, but so few had positions at all.
Every individual has the right to make up his
own mind about issues, but I don’t think it is
fair to thinking people that there are so many
people who offer no mental input.
SJSU obviously isn’t the total think-tank
some of us beleive it is. Perhaps some of us
need to do some re-evaluating in regards to
what is important and what isn’t.
Apathy of the type demonstrated by SJSU

students is dangerous. If we, the supposedly
young and open-minded, are ignorant of new
social developments, then we can’t form logical opinions on the issues. Without logical opinions, we becomes invisible and worthless concerning the particular issue.
Far too many of us are oblivious to significant issues, and depend on others to watch and
safeguard the system.
Many of us are so wrapped up in personal
struggles or entertainment, that we forget
there is a serious world going on.
What would the world be like if the people
of the North were indifferent about slavery before the Civil War, if Americans remained indifferent to the Nazis before World War II, or if
marchers were indifferent to civil rights in the
’60s?
These are extreme examples, but one thing
is for sure, the world would be vastly different
if the people of those generations had no knowledge of the issues of their time.
Let’s be aware that beyond personal struggles, there are Americans in this country who
depend on other Americans for their survival.
Either you’re receiving assistance from social
programs, or you’re paying for them.
One way or another, we all are affected by
social program cuts so wake up, look into the
issue, and lake a stand.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Former editor seeks clarification
of letter claiming Daily slant
The Spartan Daily ran a letter to the editor last Friday that cries out for clarification.
The letter by Sean Edward Davis implies that the
Daily staff knows ahead of time what issues it will submit for competitions.
Unfortunately, this is not true. The Daily took top
honors for general excellence in the California Intercollegiate Press Association and the California Newspaper
Publishers Association based on issues from 1983. selected at random by officials from the CIPA and the
CNPA. In the CIPA individual categories (best news series, best news photo, etc. . .) the Daily staff does have a
little more freedom in selecting the two entries it will
submit for each category.
Thus. Davis’ comment about "the endeavor that
goes into those issues that are submitted for competitions" is misleading. Any issue of the Spartan Daily
could end up being one of the issues judged, including
the particular issue Davis was protesting.
However. Davis also demonstrates a general lack of
knowledge of the Forum page. and journalism in general, when he attacks a Daily editorial for not being objective. The Daily periodically prints an announcement
that the Forum page is an opinion page and that "Editorials appearing on this page are the opinion of the Spartan Daily."
It also states that all other viewpoints are those of
the author. Thus. Davis was as objective in his letter to
the editor as the Daily was in its editorial.
Fortunately, when the Daily took first place for best
opinion section in the CIPA competition, the judges
knew what an editorial was supposed to accomplish.
When Davis said. "I do not know what those contest
judges would say about that editorial," it was only because he does not know what an editorial is in the first
place.
His observation that the first commandment in journalism is "Thou Shalt be Objective" is ignorant and
naive. When Edward R. Murrow did a news documentary on Senator Joseph McCarthy in "See It Now"
on CBS in the ’50s, he made an editorial comment at the
end of the broadcast regarding McCarthy’s techniques.
When Murrow was subsequently attacked for not being
objective, he replied that objectivity was a cloak that
journalists hide behind to avoid taking a stand on important issues in editorials.
Murrow said "all issues are not equally balanced"
and journalists can’t "give the impression that for every
argument on one side there is an equal one on the other
side." One of Murrow’s colleagues, Elmer Davis said,
"Objectivity often leans over backwards so far that it
makes the news business merely a transmission belt for
pretentious phonies."
Since that time, the FCC now encourages local stations to run editorials. Most newspapers also reserve a
page for editorial comment, ncluding the papers elec-
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tion endorsements. This does not mean that reaciers are
influenced by these endorsements. For instance, the Daily’s Associated Students presidential endorsements
have been rejected by SJSU voters for the past several
years.
Davis attacks the Daily for qualifying its endorsements. This is absurd. lithe Daily just listed its endorsements for A.S. president without telling the reader why
it endorses a particular candidate, then the reader has
no basis for accepting or rejecting this endorsement.
Fortunately, most students are able to recognize an
opinion for what it is, unlike Davis in his letter.
Davis attacks the editorial because the writers said
Michael Schneider "seems too overburdened with other
commitments to give the office the time it needs." He
argues that nothing "seems" and everything is "definite." The editorial was giving Schneider the benefit of
the doubt by qualifying that particular observation,
something that apparently went over Davis head.
The Daily’s editorials are selected by an editorial
board of about 7 to 10 Daily staff members. It normally
consists of about 60 percent of the editors and 10 percent
of the reporters. The editorial board votes on what issues the Daily will take an editorial stand on. The votes
are not always unanimous and compromises are often
incorporated into the editorials.
Davis ends his attack on the Daily by saying he has
"one more small question: When are the real Daily
readers going to see a little of that effort?" ( in reference
to the naive notion that Daily editors put more effort into
award-winning issues). Davis’ knowledge of journalism
is apparent in his letter it’s minimal. Hopefully someday, somebody will tell him rash assumptions and
"small questions" stem from a small mind.
Mike Betz
Journalism
senior

CSEA chapter president
provides information on PCBs
Some important information was ommitted from
your recent article, ’PCB Leak leads to Equipment Removal," in the March 27 Spartan Daily.
Removal of the leaking radar equipment stored in
Duncan Hall was prompted, in part, by the involvement
of CSEA the union representing Operation Support
Services, Technical Support services and health care
services rank and file employees and the attention of
the media ’Channel 11).
While the leak was first discovered and first reported in December, custodians who work in that area
were not informed or warned to keep out until March.
Regardless of how low the PCB concentrations proved
to be prior to a sample being sent for analysis, precautions should have been taken immediately, such as
blocking off the area and notifying the custodians to
keep away as well as students and technicians until

by Berke Breathed

it was known for certain that there was no danger
and/or the equipment removed.
Several custodians, in the performance of their duties, walked repeatedly through the "oily substance"
unaware of what it was and its potential hazard to their
health.
We have further "heard" that there are PCB barrels stored in the old science building, but have not yet
confirmed this information. CSEA will continue to
"watchdog" the campus PCB issue as the health and
safety of the people we represent is not something to be
taken lightly.
We are still for the Director of Environmental
Health and occupational safety at SJSU, Mr. Ron Montgomery, to call another meeting with us to further discuss this problem, and to provide us with a copy of the
lab analysis.
Vicky Martine/
Custodial,
President CSEA Chapter 30;

Talkman
Do you think Home Box
Office should be allowed
in the dorms?
Asked in front of the Student Union

No. I don’t think it
should be in the dorms.
Most of the good movies
are on the weekends. I’m
never around on the
xeekend and I wouldn’t
want to pay for something I
wouldn’t use.
Ruth Ellingsen
Human Performance
freshman

Student body government
parallels national government
In response to recent letters defending our President-elect, Michael Schneider. I would like to point out
an interesting parallel between the national government
and our student body government.
What if Mr. Schneider had been elected President of
the United States and spewed slanders at his opponents
after winning, as he did on election night here? Ohhhh
Boy!
They practically crucified Watt for his remarks
and rightly so) about Jews, women and cripples, so
what is it that makes Scneider think he can sidestep this
far more personal, far more malicious set of "mistakes" and govern us all of us
fairly.
Whether Schneider was a little buzzed and in a
"state of elation" or completely sober when he attacked
his fellow students isn’t the issue here. What is the issue
is that the mouth is the gateway to the heart and Mr.
Schneider wouldn’t have offended anyone on that night
if his motives had been to strenghten student government, and bridge the gap that now exists between the
PSP and YESS.
Becoming president of SJSU should be a soberini’
experience, not an excuse for partying and name-call
ing.
We, as the student body. musn’t forget this slap in
the face, and we should make sure that we never again
elect a president of such low caliber. Apologies are good
if you step on someone’s foot, but only resignations art
acceptable for offending those you intend to lead.
Stafford Hebert
Musk
junior

LETTERS
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will be not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or to the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints ex
pressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

HBO should be allowed
in the dorms because it
gives the kids something to
watch while they’re not
doing homework and
studying. It provides
better, more quality
entertainment than you,
usual T. V.
William Solley
Art
Junior
Yes. I think it’s a good
way for students to be able
to relax and get a little
something else to do
besides studying.
Charlie Northend
Business
senior

Of course. There’s
very much on TV
lately.
Victoria Reyes
Interior Design
senior
nothing

No. Because why
.hould everyone pay for it
if not everyone is going to
benefit from it.
Rill (’i’.’.ids
tits crlising
opluonol e
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President’s program may cheat the poor

Test materials
to float in space

By Jim Luther
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
Thirteen
million tomato seeds, cosmic ray detectors and
other experiments will be carried aloft on the shuttle, then cast adrift on a 30-foot rack to circle the
Earth until another space crew picks them up 10
months from now.
By the time the I2-sided, 11 -ton rack is retrieved next February, it will have been pounded by
meteorites, blasted by cosmic rays, and corroded
by atomic oxygen
all phenomena of great interest to scientists as they plan space stations.
The Long Duration Exposure Facility LDEF
in NASA jargon will be the largest object placed
in space by the shuttle and the first to be brought
back by the spaceplane.
One of the experiments tests materials that
possibly will be used as a skin on the Stealth
bomber, a plane of the future that flies undetected
by radar.
Also aboard LDEF are 13 million tomato seeds,
millions of which will be distributed to schoolchildren for planting and comparison along with seeds
that have not been exposed to space for 10 months.
The materials rack, which takes up half of the
shuttle’s cargo bay, will be grappled by the craft’s
crane, lifted high, and simply released into orbit 288
miles above Earth.
Next year, the proceis will be reversed and the
LDEF will be brought home.
One of the simplest experiments uses plates of
composite materials the same type used in the
shuttle’s cargo bay doors.
"The questions that designers have is ’how will
the space environment affect this," said William
Kinard, chief NASA scientist for the LDEF. "The
carbon fibers in this composite are held together by
a bond, the bond is affected by space radiation and
the question is ’how long can it remain in space before it begins to appreciably lose strength?"
Another experiment tray holds a material
made of graphite hypoxy and a device that measures strain and temperature of the materials. The
results are important to engineers who must build
spacecraft where parts have to fit exactly.
Other experiments will enable scientists to see
what happens to fuels when solid rockets are required to remain dormant in space for along time.
Thirteen of the trays hold pressurized cylinders
containing stacks of cosmic ray detectors, to be
used for detecting rare, ultra -heavy cosmic rays.
Kinard said scientists think "the data sample
gathered by this experiment will be about an order
of magnitude greater than all of the data that’s
been gathered to date by all other cosmic ray experiments."

WASHINGTON President Reagan
and the Congressional Budget Office,
whose conclusions he has attacked as
something worse than "blankety-blank
lies," agree that his tax-cut program has
provided proportionately more dollars to
the wealthy than to the poor.
Reagan and the non-partisan researchers on Capitol Hill also agree en
the reason. That is, because about everybody got the same percentage of reduction in their income tax rate, it stands to
reason that a person who pays more tax
would get a greater dollar amount of a cut
than one who pays less in tax.
"I don’t think there is a basic disagreement," Hy Sanders, a Congressional Budget Office tax analyst, said Thurs(1.1%

’It’s a political problem
if people believe it, but
there’s absolutely no
truth in it.’
President Reagan
"Those in the highest income groups
received the largest tax cuts in part because they had the highest tax liabilities
to start with. We are talking about a tax
cut that cut everybody’s rates across the
board."
At his news conference Wednesday
night, Reagan was asked about a new
CB0 report which said the poorest people
in American have lost more than they
have gained from tax and spending reductions recommended by the president
since he took office in 1981.
Is it fair, Reagan was asked, that a
family making less than $10,000 this year
will be about $400 worse off than it would
have been without the president’s program, while a family over the $80,000
level would be more than $8,000 better
off?
"It not only wouldn’t be fair but I
don’t think it’s true," Reagan replied.
"You know, as Disraeli once said, there
are lies, blankety-blank lies and statistics.
"We have a tax program that was a
25 percent cut across the board. Now
that’s a 25 percent reduction in the tax

Reagan says tax cuts favor the rich
burden of everyone. If you have someone
whose tax burden is $20, that cut means
they save $5 and they still owe $15.
"But someone who ... pays 100 times
as much tax, $2,000, gets $500 but still
owes $1,500," the president continued. "In
other words, the progressivity of the tax
program stays the same, so there is no
way that the tax program could have benefited someone at one end of the scale and
not the other. It’s based on proportions."
Although Reagan referred to 25 percent cut, the actual average reduction
from the time the first stage Went into effect Oct. 1, 1981, until the final portion
took effect Jan. 1,1984, was 23 percent.
Also, when he implied that no wealthy
person could have received a greater percentage reduction than someone at the
low end of the income scale, he overlooked the substantial, one-step reduction
in the maximum tax rate, from 70 percent
to 50 percent, which Congress passed and
Reagan signed.

CB0 report made no mention of how inflation has dropped sharply since he took office a decline that he claims credit for.
"And here you do benefit the people
at the lower end of the scale more than
you do at the top," Reagan said, because
poorer people have to spend a greater
share of their earnings than people with
more income.
The report made no attempt to measure how the tax and spending reductions
have affected the economy. Just as it did
not mention the reduction in inflation, it

Bottoms up

That cut benefited only upper-income
people with sizable investment income.
The president’s central point, according to every analysis, was correct: because a wealthy family is expected to pay
a greater share of its income to the government, that family would get more dollars back if everybody got a 23 percent
cut in taxes.
For example, a typical, $30,000 twoearner family of four will pay $2,838 tax
this year, down $1,079 from pre-Reagan
days, while the family with $100,000 in
wages will pay $21,006, for a $6,872 cut.
According to the CBO report, poorer
people are worse off under Reagan’s programs because the tax reduction which
provided some benefit to just about every
taxpayer was accompanied by cuts in
the growth of several spending programs
which generally affected only people with
lower or lower-middle incomes.
These spending cuts included re
duced food stamps, trims in health programs and removal of nearly 1 million
families from the welfare rolls. Twothirds of those families increased their
earnings and became independent of welfare. Reagan said.
The president noted correctly that the

r

IRS cracks down on ’sham’ deductions
TUSTIN, Calif. I AP) It once seemed like
foolproof way to trim your income tax bill:
Become a minister of your own church, donate
your income to your church, and deduct it as a
charitable donation.
But the Internal Revenue Service has
cracked down, auditing hundreds of the 3,000
ministers of the Church of Universal Harmony,
a Tustin-based group with members in California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington and Arizona.
"It’s just a reign of terror in my estimation," said the Rev. Dennis Riness, a former
engineer and financial planner who founded
the church with a friend in 1978.
The IRS claims almost 1,000 ministers of
the Church of Universal Harmony owe $5 million in back taxes.

did nut discuss their impact on unemployment, which rose under Reagan, or attempt to gauge whether the tax cut is responsible for record federal budget
deficits.
Democrats are using the "fairness"
issue as a major weapon in their election
campaigns this year, and some Reagan
aides are concerned about political damage from the perception that his programs are unfair.
"It’s a political problem if people believe it but there’s absolutely no truth in
it." he said Wednesday night. "It’s probably the most glaring example of political
demagoguery that our friends have been
engaging in."

the IRS office in Los Angeles.
"The judges have ruled that it’s Just a
sham transaction and the organization does not
qualify for exempt status because it isn’t operated exclusively for religious purposes and the
contributions do inure to the individuals,"
Giannangeli said.
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Being a Marine Corps Officer can open the door to opportunities you may
haw thought were beyond your reach. It helped Marine Officer Charles
Bolden become a NASA astronaut And if you’re willing to make the
commitment it could help you also. You can get started while you’re in
college with our undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could
take achuntage of getting:
II $100 a month while in school
II Freshmen and Sophomores train
during two six-week summer sessions
each paying more than $1100
Juniors train in one ten-week swiner
session and earn more than $1900
1111111111111111111111111111 11 1
li l111101111111111

Free civilian flying lessons
IN A starting salaty of more than $17,000
Immediately upon graduation you could become a Marine Officer. It’s y)ur
choice. Maybe you’re the kind of man we’re looking for.

We wantyou
to go as far
as you cam
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Maybe you can be one ofus.
The Few
The Proud
The Marines.

111111111111111111111111

For further information contact the officer selection
office at 285 S. First St, Suite 520, San Jose, CA or call 408-275-7445
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Hollywood actresses proud of distinction
By Bob Thomas
Thy Assoc ta led Cry,.

LOS ANGELES( AP) "It’s about time!"
Shirley MacLaine was commenting about the recent
trend of better roles for women. Evidence: the candidates
of best actress of 1983. After 15 years of humdrum races,
Academy voters this year have a wealth of female performances to choose from:
Jane Alexander as the valiant mother caring for her
family after a nuclear holocaust in "Testament"; Shirley
MacLaine as a wildly erratic mother and Debra Winger
as a daughter who can match her in willfulness, "Terms
of Endearment"; Julie Walters as a beautician with a
fiery desire for learning, "Educating Rita"; Meryl Streep
as a swinging Oklahoman who finds a cause, "Silkwood."
The year brought other memorable roles for actresses: Barbra Streisand, who masqueraded as a man to
win an education, "Yentl": Bonnie Bedalia, the singleminded race driver, "Heart Like a Wheel"; Mary Steen-

burgen, the novelist who braves the Florida backwaters,
"Cross Creek"; Tess Harper, the compassionate wife,
"Tender Mercies"; war correspondent Joanna Cassidy,
"Under Fire"; Anne Bancroft, Polish stage star in "To
Be or Not to Be."
At the recent luncheon for Academy nominees, a few
of the guests were asked to comment on the trend. Shirley
MacLaine observed: "Both men and women are more
aware of the complexities of relationships between
women, and scripts are being written about such themes.
And ’Terms of Endearment’ proves that they can be big
box-office."
Debra Winger said wryly: "Women are smarter than
men, and they’re learning to catch up in the film industry.
The only way to do it is to watch out for yourself."
Amy Irving, supporting nominee for "Yentl": "If
there are more roles for women, I’m not seeing them. I’ll
continue working on the stage until they come along."
Producer Richard Zanuck I "The Sting," "Jaws") "1

don’t really believe in trends, and I’m not sure this one is
valid. The trouble is that there are only two or three
women stars who mean anything at the box office."
The latest listing of box-office stars bears out Zanuck’s comment. Quigley Publications, which has been
polling theater operators for 50 years, listed no actresses
among the top 10 moneymakers of 1983. Such recent
Oscar winners as Jane Fonda, Katharine Hepburn, Diane
Keaton and Jill Clayburgh didn’t even appear in films last
year.
No one is predicting a return to the 1930s "women’s
pictures" in which Joan Crawford, Bette Davis, Greta
Garbo, Norma Shearer and others delighted the matinee
trade. But "Terms of Endearment" proved that themes
about women can prosper.
The problem is supply. Studios are run by men, and
most scripts are written by men. Stars like Jane Fonda
and Barbra Streisand have discovered that the only way
to find suitable vehicles is to originate their own projects

The plethora of good women’s roles in 1963 is remarkable for this fact: with the exception of Julie Walters, all
of nominees, as well as the other standout performances,
were Americans. The situation is unlike earlier years
when the Oscar often went to Europeans: Audrey Hepburn, Anna Magnani, Ingrid Bergman, Simone Signoret,
Sophia Loren, Julie Andrews, Julie Christie, Maggie
Smith, Glenda Jackson ( twice).
The emergence of home-grown actresses contrasts
with the plight of the American actor. This year’s race for
best actor features a lone American, Robert Duvall of
"Tender Mercies," surrounded by a quartet of Brits: Michael Caine, "Educating Rita"; Tom Conti, "Reuben,
Reuben": Tom Courtenay and Albert Finney, "The Dresser."
While English actors continue winning hefty roles
last year’s Oscar winner was Ben Kingsley for "Gandhi"
the American stars often play cardboard heroes, the
kind that don’t win Academy awards

Oscar isn’t the only show in town Mysterious disease
Some of Hollywood’s finest shun awards show for private party
baffles specialists
LOS ANGELES (AP) Not all who
glitter in Tinseltown will make the trek
downtown for Monday’s Oscar rite. Some of
Hollywood’s elite party all night long at superchic bashes that get underway even as
the limos are lining up outside the Music
Center.
And invitations to these private soirees
are even more coveted and difficult to
come by than tickets to the main event.
The oldest and most established party is
thrown each year by top agent Irving Paul
Lazar, more informally known throughout
Hollywood as Swifty. He and his wife Mary
have given an Oscar party each year for
more than a quarter of a century, either
here or in New York.
"It started out as a little thing and it
grew, just like Topsy," Lazar says modestly. "We just invite the nicest people we
know."
The "nicest people" in years past have
included Oscar emcee Johnny Carson, Jack
Lemmon, Cary Grant, Jane Fonda. Twiggy,
Walter Matthau, James Stewart and studio
chiefs Frank Price and Marvin Davis.
In fact, many top-drawer stars have
been known to ignore the Academy of Mot ion Picture Arts & Sciences’ official party,
the Governors’ Ball, in favor of Lazar’s
bash.
"When he has his parties we don’t get as
many people coming to the ball or they
don’t stay," said one Academy official.
There was no such problem last year,
when Lazar threw his party at Mortimer’s
in New York City "just for a change of scen-

But he’s back this year and expects his
usual quota of about 300 at the Bistro in Beverly Hills. For those who don’t go to the
Music Center on April 9, the drill begins at
around 5 p.m. with cocktails. An hour later
guests can watch the ceremonies on big
screens, and when the show is over supper
is served as many of the stars who were at
the ceremony start trickling in. The affair
generally lasts until 2 a.m.

Austrian-born chef. "If 200 people come
here and 300 go to Swirly’s. there are still
many people who have to go somewhere."
Most but not all will probably stop
by the Governors’ Ball, a I,400-guest extravaganza that has been held at the Beverly
Hilton since it opened more than 20 years
ago.
There was a time when there was no
ball because the Oscars were presented at a
sit-down dinner. But the advent of television
led to the formal ceremonies, which were
held at the Chinese Theater in Hollywood
before the Music Center was built.
All Oscar nominees and "honored
guests" are invited, and the rest of the tickets are distributed among the major studios, who must pay 8300 a person, said Academy controller Otto Spoerri.
Although it’s called a ball, the party has
long since stopped being an affair for dancers, he said. So many tables are required to
accommodate guests for a sit-down dinner
that there simply isn’t much of a dance floor
left.
The logistics of the gargantuan affair
are difficult enough, but in 1981 they were
even further complicated when the Academy Awards and the ball were postponed a
night because of the assassination attempt
on President Reagan the day the awards
were originally scheduled.
The Hilton’s ballroom had been booked
by another party, but "they moved their’s
up a couple of hours and we moved ours
back," Spoerri said. "It was a big traffic
jam, but it worked out"

Restaurateur Peter Morton said he has
invited "everyone from Michael Caine to
Joan Collins to Johnny Carson" to his Melrose Boulevard dinery, Morton’s.
But superchef Wolfgang Puck, who is
throwing his third consecutive celebration
at his fashionable Sunset Strip restaurant,
Spago, is generally considered to be Lazar’s
main rival for the celebrity Oscar crowd.
Puck, whose affair includes a sit-down
dinner for 150 during the show, says he pulls
in a younger crowd that tends to favor the
somewhat informal atmosphere and his celebrated California cuisine.
"We are younger and different than the
Bistro," Puck said, adding he throws the
party "to say thank -you to the people in the
movie industry" who are Spago’s regular
customers. All Oscar nominees are invited.
Puck, who in Swifty’s absence last year
played host to a capacity crowd, says there
are plenty of guests to go around for the
not to mention
most chic private parties
the Governors’ Ball.
"There are so many people who got.
downtown to the Music Center," said the

Writer cites Bakersfield
for censorship hassles
SALINAS (API
An author of teenage books thinks she’s being censored in
Bakersfield, where John Steinbeck’s
"Grapes of Wrath" was banned from a
public library in 1940 for criticizing growers’ treatment of migrants.

’If you ban some of my
books, you ban me, and
I won’t put up with it.’
Anne Snyder
But school district officials say leaving Anne Snyder’s books on teen-age problems such as alcoholism off a junior high
school’s library shelves is"book selection" and not censorship.
Mrs. Snyder had been invited to talk to
junior high and elementary school students Friday and Saturday at a Young Authors Faire at Emerson Junior High, spon-

When the syndrome first struck. before Memorial Day last year, Buhrow.
now 47, could move only his eyes. He communicated with his wife, Kay, through eye
movements.

managing a bar, suddenly Bob Buhrow depended on a rPspirator for survival.
Two weeks ago, he was moved to new
quarters at Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital in Wheaton.
"You just can’t imagine the fear," she
said after a recent visit with her husband.
"Even now I worry," Kay said, "but
it’s not nearly as bad. At St. Joe’s (St. Joseph’s Hospital in Elgin) we worked to
keep him alive. Now it’s time for him to
work."
At Marianjot one of only three hospitals in the Chicago area devoted to rehabilitation, Bob Buhrow undergoes physical
therapy to help him regain use of his
limbs.
He has been off the respirator only six
weeks. Mechanical suction still must be
used to keep his lungs clear of fluid.
"A lot of people ask ’Why me?" said
Bob Buhrow. "I didn’t really say that. It’s
here, and all you can do is live with it and
go on."

"I could determine from that whether
we needed a nurse or I could take care of
it," she said.
Life as the couple had known it came
to a standstill.

Some people feel God is punishing
them for something they’ve done wrong in
their lives, he said. "I don’t feel that way.
I believe in God, and I believe he’s going to
get me out of this."

Though Kay Buhrow, 36, had once
worked at a department store and modeled in fashion shows, she turned wholly to
helping her husband in his day-to-day
struggle.
Though he had worked full-time for Illinois Bell and spent three nights a week

Bob Buhrow said he’s had up to 10 doctors consulting on his case at onetime, and
one recently dealt him an unexpected
blow.
"There’s a doctor that told me I’d
never walk again," he said. "That put me
downs little bit. I told him he was wrong."

ELGIN, Ill. (API Bob Buhrim nad
suffered from a cold and respiratory congestion that wouldn’t go away, so he asked
his wife to take him to a hospital. Within 24
hours he couldn’t move and had entered
an eight -month nightmare that hasn’t
ended yet.
Buhrow is the victim of a mysterious
disease called Guillain-Barre syndrome,
sometimes called French polio, which
strikes without warning and leaves its victims paralyzed in varying degrees.
Although most patients recover completely, the process can take up to two
years. Doctors do not know the cause.
The mysterious disease ascends to the
trunk from the extremities, and when it
reverses, descends in the opposite direction.

Get set to get wet...
at the funniest, raciest, wildest
white-water raft race ever!

sored by Bakersfield schools and the Kern
Reading Association.
But the Woodland Hills author says organizers withdrew their request and told
her there were "problems with her books"
because she used such words as "butt,"
"hell" and "damn."
Mrs. Snyder said her books are realistic but responsible and are appropriate for
junior high students.
"If you ban some of my books, you ban
me, and I won’t put up with it," she said.
But Emerson Principal Jerry Tate responded that "there are many books in a
public library that are not found in a
school library. There is a maturity level to
books. We’re not a high school or a college."
Two other Southern California authors, Marianna Dengler of Westlake Village and Sonia Levitin of Palos Verde Estates, refused to attend the Young Authors
Faire because Mrs. Snyder’s invitation
was canceled.

Mickey Mouse prank
leads to injury, rescue
A fraternity
BERKELEY (AP)
member was in good condition after falling 40 feet from the bell tower at the University of California, Berkeley today after
adorning the south side of the campus
clock with a Mickey Mouse face and
hands
Firefighters used the "jaws of life" to
cut through steel bars and rescue another
youth who perched on a ledge outside the
observation deck 200 feet above ground for
nearly two hours after his companion’s
fall.
"They were prepared to bring a helicopter if they couldn’t get him through
(the bars)," said Ray Colvig, spokesman
for the university.
Stephen Schoettler, 19, a student from
Los Angeles, complained to doctors at
Herrick Hospital in Berkeley after his
plunge from Sather Tower, a 300-foot -high,
80-year-old campus landmark, that he had
pain in his left foot and tailbone.
But Rose Poirot, a spokeswoman for
the hospital, said X-rays revealed no broken bones and said Schoettler was in good
condition and would not remain hospitalized.

Schoettler’s companion was identified
as Barrett Davis, 21, of Berkeley. The fraternity was identified as Acacia, said
Lynn Atwood, a spokeswoman for the university

’They were prepared to
bring a helicopter if
they couldn’t get him
through (the bars).’
Ray Colvig

11%
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University of California
Spokesman
Colvig said fraternity members had
placed the Mickey Mouse hands on the
south side of the Campanile, or bell tower,
as a prank. They went up the tower at
dawn by climbing a rope that apparently
was left dangling from the ledge Wednesday night.
Schoettler was in the process of climbing down the rope when he fell shortly before 6 a.m. His companion then decided to
wait for rescue, said Colvig.
"He will be charged by the police with
some form of malicious mischief," Colvig
said.

A SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF/LOUIS S. ARKOFF Production "UP THE CREEK* TIM MATHESON DAN MONAHAN
STEPHEN FURST ’JEFF EAST’ SANDY HELBERG BLAINE NOVAK JAMES B. SIKKING Introducing JENNIFER RUNYON
Special Appearance tiy JOHN HILLERMAN music Score b WILLIAM GOLDSTEIN Screenplay by JIM KOUF
Story tw JIM KOUF and JEFF SHERMAN & DOUGLAS GROSSMAN Executive Producers LOUIS S. ARKOFF’ SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF
Produced by MICHAEL L. MELTZER Directed by ROBERT BUTLER ,..,;.01.!Mr:::..7-.7=, fit .7,77:Ii,.:..t..,-]
.... ,.... ... ,
p
[soundtrack available on Pasha CRS Records Produced by SPENCER PROFFER
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State board survives in obscurity British taking stock
SACRAMENTO (A?) An obscure state
agency with a boring name, mammoth districts and immense power is the arbiter of your
tax disputes, administering, collecting and deciding literally billions of dollars worth of taxes
each year.
Relatively few California taxpayers have
ever heard of the five-member Board of Equalization, and fewer still know what its wideuntil they go before it
ranging duties entail
to appeal their tax bills.
"We get calls from people every day who
think we’re some kind of civil rights agency,"
said board spokesman Sid Mandel.
The panel, the only state tax board in the
United States with officials elected to represent specific geographic districts, administers 14 state tax laws, ranging from sales and
uses taxes, both state and local, to taxes involving transit districts, alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, insurance, energy surcharges, hazardous wastes, timber and private railroad cars.
The board oversees the counties’ property
tax collections, assesses property values for all
privately owned utilties and regularly checks
local county asssessors, to make sure taxes are
collected lawfully.
The utilties’ property assessment alone totaled more than $47.7 billion last year.
The panel, with its $70 million-a -year budget and more than 2,800 employees at 67 field

offices throughout California, also decides citizens’ tax appeals, arbitrating personal income
and corporation tax disputes originating with
the state Franchise Tax Board, which collects
those taxes.

Its most o’.,cent celebrated case involved
the Rev. Robert Schuller’s Crystal Cathedral
of Garden Grove, in which the board first
upheld a $473,000 back-taxes bill against the
church, then cut that amount by more than 60
percent following lengthy appeals.
"We collect the taxes and we allocate it
where it belongs," Mandel said. "sending it to
the General Fund, and other state funds."
He said the board was named in 1879, when
the Legislature ordered it to equalize property
assessment levels throughout the state. "Some
of the counties were not paying their fair share,
depending on how tough the local sheriff was or
how powerful the local property owners were."
Mandel said.
The board has quasi-judicial and quasi-legislative power, serving as the state’s arbiter in
tax appeal cases, issuing guidelines to all local
agencies on taxing procedures and keeping assessment rolls current throughout the state.
It is also one of the few state agencies to
maintain offices outside California. with staff
members in Houston. New York and Chicago,
who handle tax matters for companies who do

business in California but are headquartered
elsewhere.
Four of the board’s five members are
elected by district: the fifth, state Controller
Kenneth Cory, serves at large and represents
the state’s fiscal departments.
Cory’s salary is $42,000. But the other
board members receive about $54,000 and are
ranked as constitutional officers, along with
the governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of
state, treasurer and controller.
The board’s districts include the largest
and perhaps most creatively drawn divisions
of any political boundaries in the state.
Board member Conway Collis’ 2nd District, for example, runs from Los Angeles to
San Francisco, and includes the western and
San Fernando Valley portions of Los Angeles
County, all of the coastal counties and most of
the San Joaquin Valley.
Ernest Dronenburg Jr.’s 3rd District
stretches from Mono County to the Mexicaa
border and includes San Diego and Orange
Counties, while chairman Richard Nevins’ 4th
District, the smallest of the districts, includes
the southern and central portions of Los Angeles County and 74 incorporated cities in metropolitan Los Angeles.
.
The 1st District of William Bennett includes virtually all of Northern California, 33
counties from Santa Clara to the Oregon line.

in American business

Nicaragua picks female for post
MANAGUA. Nicaragua iAP)
Nora Astorga would be one of
the more unusual ambassadors in
Washington, if the Reagan administration accepts her. She is a dedicated Sandinista revolutionary
who was involved in the killing of
a Nicaraguan general in her bedroom.
Her father, head of a well-todo family in the northeastern
province of Chontales. was a general in Nicaragua’s national
guard under Anastasio Somoza
Garcia, the first in the Somoza
family dynasty that ruled the
country for 42 years before being
overthrown by the Sandinistas in
1979.
Gen. Reynaldo Perez Vega,
the man found slain in her bedroom March 8. 1978, served under
the last of the dynasty, Anastasio
Somoza Debayle.
Educated in Roman Catholic

schools with other wealthy Nicaraguan girls, Astorga, now 37,
graduated from law school at the
Jesuit -run University of Central
America in Managua. Later,
doing charity work with the nuns,
she has said, she became aware
of the poverty and injustice" and
decided to join the Sandinistas in
1969.
Perez Vega became attracted
to the elegant Astorga, who was
then divorced and a legal consultant for a construction firm.
The original plan. Astorga
has said, was to kidnap Perez
Vega and exchange him for 59
prisoners,
including
several
prominent Sandinistas. They included Tomas Barge, now interior
minister; Daniel Ortega. coordinator of the governing Sandinista
junta, and Lenin Cerna, head of
state security. She invited Perez
Vega to her home in a middleclass residential neighborhood in
southeastern Managua.

’When he arrived
he wanted to go
directly to what he
had come for and
we went to my
room, where I
disarmed him.’
Nora Astorga
"Perez Vega, who was considered a womanizer, accepted my
invitation but, according to the
plan, five friends already were
hidden in different rooms." she
once told reporters. "When he arrived he wanted to go directly to
what he had come for and we went
to my room, where I disarmed
him. Then my friends came out
and tried to dominate him, but he
was a strong man an resisted, so
they had to kill him."

Tall and fair-skinned, her
dark hair cropped short, Astorga
wears heavy gold chains, rings
with expensive stones and, often,
sunglasses. She has remarried
and has four children. Although
she studied in the United States
and Italy, her English is not perfect.
Her appointment follows the
acceptance by Nicaragua of
Harry Bergold as new U.S. ambassador to Managua. Bergold, a
career diplomat, was appointed to
replace Anthony Quainton, who is
expected to leave in the next few
days.
Under diplomatic protocol, a
country does not assign an ambassador unless the nominee is approved by the host country.
"Nora was named ambassador in Washington for her *ally,
discipline and backgroundas a
militant in the Sandinista Front,"
said a government official who
also asked not lobe identified. ’

LONDON (AP) Some all-American institutions, such as McDonald’s
hamburgers, Standard Oil Co. of Ohio
and Travelodge motels, have a decidedly English accent these days.
Since Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher’s Conservative government
abolished currency controls in October
1979, British investment overseas has
flourished and business executives see
no end in sight with the American economy booming.
British industrial, banking and
portfolio investments in the United
States are valued at more than $1)5 billion, according to a compilation of 19801982 figures from the U.S. government,
the Bank of England and London stockbrokers.
The British are now the leading
major investors in U.S. corporations,
according to 1982 figures compiled by
the U.S. Commerce Department.
"Sounds like we’re trying to get the
colonies back," said Peter Warman, financial director of the British Car Auction group, which has invested $45 million in the United States since 1981 and
become the second largest American
auto auction chain.
"At the moment there is a tremendous interest of companies to invest in
the United States," said Walter Goldsmith, chairman of the Institute of Directors, which represents top executives of major British corporations.
Rocco Forte, chief executive of Trus(house Forte, which solely or jointly
owns or franchises the 546-unit Travelodge chain and is expanding into luxury
motels and exclusive hotels, said bigger British companies have to look
overseas to expand.
"Mrs. Thatcher has changed the
attitude toward business and I’m now
very bullish on Britain . . But on an
international scale in the hotel market.
the United States is very important. It’s
a growing economy and one wants to be
in it for that reason," said Forte, whose
American operations made 817.9 million profit in 1983.
Rival hoteliers Grand Metropolitan
have also expanded into the U.S. market, buying the Intercontinental hotel
chain from Pan American World Airways in 1981 for $500 million.
In the food industry, England’s
Northern Foods bought Keystone
Foods of Philadelphia in 1982 for $60
million and became the biggest manufacturer of McDonald’s hamburgers.
Bluebird Inc., its first American yen-

lure, claims to be the largest producer
of cooked, canned and smoked hams in
the United States.
Hanson Trust got into the U.S. market 10 years ago and runs a $1.64 billion
operation producing everything from
shoes to fish meal, lace and Ball Bark
frankfurters.
The British have hardly missed an
industry. They’re in mining, oil, chemicals, metals, machinery, textiles, lumber, paper, finance, insurance, real esand
fishing
agriculture,
tate,
construction.
The U.S. Commerce Department’s
latest figures estimate British banking
assets in the United States were estimated at $28.28 billion in 1980, the last
year for which it had figures, and all
other industries at $68.4 billion in 1981.
The British are ranked first in their
amount of direct investment in U.S.
corporations, according to 1982 figures
of the U.S. Commerce Department.
Using the standard of investors who acquired at least 10 percent of an American company’s value, the department
said direct foreign investment in U.S.
corporations totaled $101.8 billion, with
the United Kingdom accounting for
$23.3 billion, followed by the Netherlands at $21.4 billion and Canada at $9.8
billion.
State-owned British Petroleum
probably has the biggest investment in
the United States a 53 percent interrat in Sohio valued at about $8 billion
plus about $2 billion mainly in oil exploration territory and mineral rights.
"We’re in there because the States
is the biggest energy market in the
world . . . and one of the healthiest and
most prosperous," said BP spokesman
Peter Smedley.
Not every British investmerjt
across the Atlantic has been profitable.
Less than three years ago, London’s Midland Bank paid $798 million
for a 57 percent stake in California’s
Crocker Bank, America’s 12th largest
bank. Today, the investment is valued
at $330 million. The California operations of Barclays and Lloyds banks also
suffered million-dollar losses in 1981
and 1982.
The socialist opposition Labor
Party argues that the upsurge in foreign investment has exported jobs and
caused a collapse of investment in Britain. Opposition leader Neil Kinnock has
promised to curb the outflow of capital
if Labor wins the next election, which
doesn’t have to be held until June 1988.

Naval airman arrested
SALINAS I AP) Police arrested a naval airman yesterday in connection with the weekend
stabbing death of a prostitute whose disemboweled
body was discovered by his
parents in their mobile
home.
Raymond Gaddis. 20,
of Salinas was arrested by
San Jose police shortly
after midnight after he allegedly broke windows at
an International Business
Machines Corp. plant.
San Jose police turned

Salinas police said the
him over to Salinas authorities when they learned he message, "We have your
was wanted in connection son and we will kill him:.
with the death of Tina had been scrawled in white
Lispi. 21. who died of blood paint across a mirror
loss. He was held in the They speculated the inten
Monterey County Jail on tion was to make it appear
as though Gaddis had been
$250.000 bond.
Gaddis’ parents found kidnapped.
the woman’s disemboCaddis, a naval petty
weled body wrapped in a officer at Moffett Naval
blanket in their mobile Air Station in Mountain
home after they returned View, was treated for sufrom a weekend trip Sun- perficial cuts. Capt. Ron
day. She had been stabbed Scott said doctors thought
and hacked 23 times. No the cuts may have been
weapon was found.
self-inflicted.

Judge sets high bail
LOS ANGELES (API Bail was set
at $100,000 Wednesday for a grocer’s son
charged with murdering a young gang
member in an incident that brought violent reprisals against the James Hawkins’
family.
Municipal Court Judge Michael
Tynan. in denying a defense request for
$50,000 bail, cited Hawkins violent criminal past and his vow to hide from law enforcement authorities if need be.
Sheriff’s detective James Mercer testified at the hearing that when Hawkins
surrendered, "He stated that if he fhought
he would be prosecuted he would have
gone underground . ."
However defense attorney Robert Tat colt countered that Hawkins had turned
himself in for arrest Monday and had
made no effort to flee in the seven months
since the shooting occurred.
"He was well aware the case was

under review and he had ample opportu
nity to flee," Talcott said.
But Tynan said he could not ignore
"the statement that he would have gone
underground."
Tynan also noted the defendant’s past
record of bank robbery, postal robbery,
escape and assault on federal officers.
Prosecutors claimed Hawkins had escaped from San Quentin and county jail
and had been involved in a shootout with
parole officers.
Tynan continued Hawkins’ arraignment and plea until Monday so the defendant could arrange for a permanent attorney, Giss said.
Hawkins, who was returned to custody
following the hearing, is charged with
murdering a 19-year-old Watts gang member outside his father’s grocery store
Hawkins. 40, also was charged Tuesday
pith being an ex -convict in possession of a
;awed -off shotgun.

Suit dismissed in jail death
LOS ANGELES ( AP)
A federal judge yesterday dismissed a $2 million
suit by a Signal Hill police
officer and a former cadet
who claimed two New York
pathologists
slandered
them by hinting they killed
Ron Settles in jail.
U.S. District Judge
Manuel Real tossed out the
civil claim after attorneys
for Sidney Weinberg and
Michael Baden requested a
directed verdict before the

case could go to a jury,
according to Real’s bailiff.
Attorney Stephen Yagman, who filed the suit for
Officer Jerry Brown and
former police cadet Gerry
Fleisher, had said Wednesday he expected their case
would be dismis."..d. However, Yagman said yesterday he would immediately
appeal Real’s decision.
Settles, a football star
at California State University, Long Beach, was

found June 2, 1981, hanging
from a mattress cover in
his jail cell in Signal Hill.
about 20 miles south of Los
Angeles. He had been arrested for speeding earlier
that day.
Angeles
Then-Los
County Coroner Thomas
Noguchi ruled his death a
suicide: a subsequent coroner’s inquest determined
he died "at the hands of another."

Didn’t you know that if you’re a senior with the promise of a $10,000
career-oriented job, you could have the American ExpressfiCard?
Where have you been?
Asleep?
Because for some time American Express has been saying that we believe
in your future. But even more than that. We believe in you now. And we’ve
been proving it. A $10,000 job. That’s it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this
offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now? First of all, it’s a
good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you know that’s
important. Of course, the Card is also good for vacation travel, as well as
for shopping for things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card
is recognized and welcomed worldwide,
so are you.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at
your college bookstore or on your
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don’t
leave school without it

Look for an application on campus.
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Injury may keep Crace out this weekend
By Joe Roderick
Jeff Crave had made the play a thousand times. He
could probably do it blindfolded.
Crace, a third baseman, was taking the final ground
ball in pre-ganie warmups Saturday against the University of Nevada Reno. He flicked a sidearm throw to

Baseball
catcher Rudy Escalante, but heard a pop in his right
elbow.
"I hurt it before against UCLA," Crace said. "I didn’t
think much of it then, but it hurt pretty bad when I made
that throw."
Crace was held out of the entire three-game Reno series. The injury forced Spartan head coach Gene Menges
to juggle a lineup that had won 13 of 14 games.
"Jeff’s a consistent hitter," Spartan assistant coach
Chad Roseboom said. "He means a lot to us offensively
and defensively. I guess we’ll just have to make do without him."
The new lineup has Ken Caminiti shifted from left
field back to his old third base position, while Mark Saucedo has moved into left.
"It hurts our offense with Jeff out," Roseboom said.
The Spartans have lost three of four games without
Crace and may be without him when they face the University of Santa Clara in a three-game Northern California
Baseball Association series this weekend.
Crace was hitting just .261, but had 13 RBI. "I want to
be in there right now," he said. "I guess I’ll have to give it
time to heal. But there’s not too much time left."
According to trainer Bill Quinn, Crace stretched a
tendon on the side of the elbow when "he flicked the ball
on that last throw."
There is no damage to the tendon, but improvement
has been extremely slow. Quinn said. "I’m hoping he’ll be
able to play this Saturday. If he’s not ready, we might
have to send him to a doctor."
Crace couldn’t swing a bat in Wednesday’s practice
without feeling pain. "I can’t see myself playing Saturday," Crace said. "There’s no way I can play third base
right now. I might be able to DH."
If Crace is limited to hitting only, that may add congestion to an already crowded field of designated hitters.
Ron Rooker (.333) and power-hitting Dan Bajtos have
been splitting time at DH.
"If Jeff’s ready to play, we’ll use him as a pinch hiller." Roseboom said.

The Spartans have also done a little lineup shuttling
at center field, replacing incumbent Scott Rettig with
Paul Mason.
Rettig has struggled at the plate recently, slipping to
.257. Mason started for the first time in months against
Reno Sunday, collecting four hits and six RBI.
"I was really getting down," Mason said Sunday. "I
was just sitting on the bench for eight or nine games not
doing anything. I’m just glad I’m getting a chance to play
again."
Rettig, who has started a majority of the time, leads
the team in stolen bases 1131 and walks (23
"We haven’t given up on Scott," Roseboom said.
"Scott will get his chance to play. He just has to be more
consistent offensively and defensively."
Five-time defending NCBA champion Fresno State
(6-11) pulled ahead of the Spartans (6-2) Wednesday by
sweeping Reno in home run haven Moana Stadium no
less.
Fresno beat Reno at its own game, hitting six home
runs in two contests. The Bulldogs won 26-7 and 12-6. Nothing like watching a game in Moans.
Meanwhile, Santa Clara 3-41. split with St. Mary’s
College in Moraga Wednesday, losing the first game, 15-9,
but winning the second, 6-3.
The Broncos have been hitting like crazy, but so have
opposing batters against Bronco pitchers. "We’re scoring
runs in bunches," Santa Clara coach Jerry McClain said.
"Our pitching has been disappointing."
Santa Clara began the year by winning two of three
against UOP. But Fresno swept the Broncos, who haven’t
been the same since.
"I thought we out -played them in the second game,"
said McClain of a 6-5 loss.
McClain isn’t panicking yet, but lithe Broncos are to
climb into the race, they’ll have to take two, maybe three
games from the Spartans. "I think idealistically, we have
to sweep San Jose. But they’re probably thinking they
have to sweep us."
Said Roseboom: "We’ve put ourselves in a good position. If we play good this weekend, we’ll remain in that position. If we sweep, things will look good for us."
NOTES The Spartans will start Ron Rooker, Steve
Olson, Kevin Sullivan or Huck Hibberd against the Broncos. Rooker will likely pitch Saturday’s 1 p.m. game at
Buck Shaw Stadium. It’ll be Olson and either Sullivan or
Hibberd in a noon double-header Sunday at San Jose Municipal Stadium.

Ron

Spartan third baseman Jeff (’race, who injured his elbow in Reno Saturday, is doubt-

ful for this weekend’s series with the University of Santa Clara.

Awards ceremony Seventy-four try for Olympic hoop team
for basketball
By Monte Poole
NEW YORK (AP) A

All will haves jolly good time, with plenty of food
and drink to go along with the awards presented in the
Fiesta Room at Lou’s tonight.
Lou’s Village, a restaurant located at 1465 W. San
Carlos St., will host the annual SJSU basketball
awards dinner this evening. No-host cocktails and hors
d’oeuvres will start the festivities at 6:30. Dinner, featuring cross rib of beef, will be served at 7:30.
About 140 people, including coaches, players and
other personnel affiliated with the team will attend the
banquet, co-sponsored by the Spartan Hoopsters and
SJSU.
Many former Spartans, including last year’s MVP
and second-round NBA draft choice Chris McNealy,
are expected to attend.
At least six awards will be handed out, and there
will be several raffles taking place throughout the evening.
The Walt McPherson award, so named after the
ex-SJSU coach who spent 17 seasons here, will go to the
person voted the team’s Most Valuable Player.The
President’s award, which will go to the player considered most outstanding, will also be presented.
The two honors differ in that the President’s
award is based more on individual performance within
the team, the MVP award is based on "value" to the
team, according to SJSU Sports Information Director
Lawrence Fan.
The player considered most improved will receive
the Burdick award, named after former SJSU history
professor Dr. Charles Burdick who is now the interim
dean of social sciences.
The Spartan award, given by the SJSU basketball
coaching staff, will go to the player that best exhibits
dedication, effort and good practice habits. The Most
Inspirational player will receive the Hanzad award.
The players, who will be accepting the aforementioned awards, will also get a chance to do some presenting. They will give out the Hobart Burns award for
player appreciation. The Burns award is named after
the former SJSU academic vice president who is now
acting head at Sonoma State University.

group of 74 basketball play-

ers, ranging from AllAmerica center 7-foot Patrick Ewing of national
champion Georgetown to
two teen-agers still in high
school, was invited Tuesday to try out for the U.S.
Olympic basketball team.
Ewing was joined by
such college stars as Michael Jordan and Sam Perkins of North Carolina.
Wayman Tisdale of Oklahoma, Chris Mullin of St.
John’s, Leon Wood of California -Fullerton and Keith
Lee of Memphis State.
Also included were
Delray Brooks of Michigan
City, Ind., who will be a
freshman at Indiana for
Olympic Coach Bobbj
Knight next year; Danny
Manning of Lawrence.
Kan., expected to enroll at
the University of Kansas.
and Walter Berry, a New
Yorker who led San Jacinto Junior College to the
national title this year.
Berry is expected to play
for St. John’s next season.

The Olympic trials will
be held April 17-22 at Bloomington. Ind. Knight has
said he expects to pick 16
players for his origina
team, to be cut to 12 for tin
Olympics after a series it
exhibition games again,’

professional and amateur
opposition.

guard Jim Master.

Kentucky is the best
represented college on the
tryout lisawith four play"twin towers" Sam
ers
Bowie and Melvin Turpin.

North Carolina and
Louisville had three players each invited. North
Carolina placed Perkins.
Jordan and guard Kenny

lorward Kenny Walker and

Smith on the tryout squad.
and Louisville had center
Charles Jones and guards
Lancaster Gordon and Milt
Wagner.
Georgetown’s scrappy
defensive guard, Gene
Smith, joined Ewing on the

(Cain. Houston, the train
the Hoyas defeated, placed
forward Michael Young
and guard Alvin Franklin,
but the Cougars’ 7-foot center, Akeem Abdul Olaju%von. a Nigerian, is ineligible for the t S team
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SJSU tames Washington
By Paul Lloret

Neubauer, while Kuhn needed three sets to dispose of
Dick Rant.
Bob Hepner, Alex Winslow, and Scott Brown followed with wins in the second three seeds of singles.
The Spartans are still battling to see who will play in
the fifth and sixth seeds when the PCAA finals take
place. Hubbell has been rotating his players; on
Wednesday, Casey Swan and Greg Bulwa sat out singles play. Swan, who has been playing well of late
according to Hubbell, commented on the the team’s recent success.

When you’re hot, you’re hot.
Early in the season SJSU’s men’s tennis team was
struggling. Expecting a successful year, the Spartans

Tennis
were 3-5 after a disasterous road trip to Southern California.
Now it looks as if the team has caught fire.
The Spartan netters posted their second straight
shutout win in two days with a 9-0 whitewash of Washington’s Huskies on Wednesday. The day before, the
Spartans won every set in a 9-0 victory over Washington State. Against the Huskies. SJSU won all but one
set.
"We’ve raised our level of play over the last couple
of matches," coach John Hubbell said in regards to the
Spartan’s recent win skein. SJSU has lost only one of
its last nine matches. With a little luck, that loss, 5-4 to
UC-Irvine, could have been a Spartan victory.
With the PCAA finals approaching (May 4-6), Hubbell believes his team is starting to peak at the right
time of the season. He said that the Spartans have a
good attitude and are starting to "look eager".
"We lost early in the year, but we’re working hard
and pulling together," Hubbell said. "The guys are
willing to play." Hubbell dismissed the team’s early
season woes. "What counts is the end of the season,"
he said.
John Saviano, Dave Kuhn, and Paul Van Eynde
were winners in the first three seeds of singles competition against Washington. Saviano and Van Eynde
were straight set winners over Charlie Short and Marc

Craig Sailor

Spartan Scott Brown returned from a %,% eek
Ia off to post a straight -set win in the Spar-

"The team has come together mentally," Swan
said. "Before, we were all good individual players but
we weren’t playing as a team. Now we’re good enough
to beat anybody."
The senior said the Spartans will "show their
stuff" next month at the conference finals.
SJSU, now 12-9, hosted De Anza College in an exhibition match on Thursday afternoon. The netters will
travel to Fresno State next Wednesday to face a Bulldog team that Hubbell said is "the best team that they
(Fresno) have ever had."

tans 9-0 trouncing of Washington. SJSU
raised its record to 11-6 with the win.

"The fact that we’re playing there is not going to
make matters easier," Hubbell said, "but if we play
like we’ve been playing lately,! think we’ll do well."
The Spartans are being led in winning percentage
play by Swan who has a 5-1 record, good for .833, but
Kuhn has posted the most number of wins. In No. 2 singles, Kuhn has a record of 14-5 for a .737 percentage.
Van Eynde and Saviano are tied for second with 10
wins apiece. They have percentages of .589 and .526.
The leading doubles squad has been the duo of
Kuhn and Hepner. They have a 10-3 record as the Spartans’ No. 1 squad with a percentage of .769.

Spartans take on an old foe
By Paul Lloret
In what looks like an interesting meet, SJSU’s track
squad will take a jaunt to Stanford to face the University
of California Saturday afternoon in Palo Alto.
Why interesting? For one thing, there will be three
meets held on the Stanford track, all involving separate

Cal is led by hurdlers Len Robinson and Jim Scannella. Both have qualified for the NCAA Outdoor Championships’ 400 intermediate hurdles. Many consider Robinson the top hurdler on the West Coast. Triple-and-long
jumper Ken Williams and high jumper John Morris are
other NCAA qualifiers that should give SJSU a good challenge.
In the distances, Tom Downs and Jay Marden give
the Bears a definite edge. Downes will be competing in
scoring. First, there will be five high school teams com- the 1500 and 5000 meters and could face Spartan Glenn
peting against each other. Second, Stanford, Southern Lee. Lee is expected to run in the 3000 meter steeplechase,
California. and Washington State will be present ins Pac- but will not run in the 5000 meters unless it is absolutely
necessary. That would happen if the Spartans need a high
10 meet. Third. and most importantly, SJSU meets Cal.
The Spartans, who lead the series with the Bears 14- finish from Lee fora win, Bullard said.
"It will be a tough meet because Cal is a good team,"
11, have dropped the last two contests with Cal. Last year,
sprinter coach Bob Poynter said. "But that’s what makes
the Bears breezed to a 103-48 victory at Bud Winter Field.
"We’ve beaten Cal pretty handily except for the last it fun." Poynter explained that last season it seemed as if
two years," head track coach Ernie Bullard said. "We’ve the Spartan sprinters "held Cal in awe." However,
had two poor meets against them, for whatever reason. I Poynter said that SJSU’s attitude is getting better.
One of the keys in the meet will be the sprint relay.
think we’ll dominate the weight events and, generally, the
Damon McVea, Chris Duncan, Sherman Jones, and Mark
jumping events."
Wilson
will be bringing a best of 41.0 to the :lee. Poynter
Once again, the Spartan weight men will be heavily
counted on. The discus squad of Jim Doehring, Steve Stru- said that Cal’s squad has had some problems with injuries
ble, Dan Katches, and Fred Schumacher have overpow- with their people, but he feels that stride for stride both
ered opponents throughout the year. The Spartans have squads are close.
been sweeping other schools with regularity in the discus.
The Spartans, 5-1, are going into the meet generally
Doehring and Katches should lead a strong Spartan healthy, although long jumper Kristjan Hardarson is still
effort in the shot put, while Kjell Bystedt and Schumacher being bothered by a pulled hamstring and will miss his
will perform in the hammer throw. Bystedt, the Swedish fourth straight meet. Pole vaulter Felix Bohni is sick with
Olympic hopeful, has won the hammer event in every one the flu but is expected to participate in the meet which beof the Spartans dual meets this year.
gins at 12:15 p.m. with the hammer throw.
Bullard believes that the Spartans’ biggest worry is
"It’s going to be a little different type of a meet, and,
the track events. "They should dominate the distances, depending on the weather, it should be fun to watch," Bulhut the key to the meet should be the sprints."
lard said.

Track and Field

Lady netters lose down south
By Frank Lopez
Coach Lisa Beritzhoff and her team left SJSU this
week to face three tough Southern California teams in
three days. In the first two of these non-league contest
the result was the same, a 7-2 loss.
On Tuesday, Long Beach State was the Spartan
tormentor as the 49ers swept all three doubles matches

Tennis
and lost only twice in singles. The win was only Long
Beach’s 13th in 27 matches. Still, the win was also their
seventh in their last ten outings, with the three losses
coming to tennis powers Stanford, Arizona State and
Harvard.
The Spartan winners were Rochelle Morrison,
trouncing Antonia Wolff 6-0. 6-2 in No. 1 singles, and
Lynda Rose. who came from way behind in No. 6 singles to top Lisa Brenner. Rose dropped the first set to
Brenner 2-6, and trailed 0-5 in the second.
SJSU teammate Marilyn Morrell said she thought
the match was over at this point but she kept checking

TEACH ABROAD
There are two
positions available in
English and ESL to
teach at Tunghai
University in Taiwan.

the scoreboard as Rose clawed back into the set, eventually evening the score at six games apiece. Rose won
the tiebreaker and the next set to win the match by a
final 2-6, 7-6, 6-2 count.
The remainder of the Spartans dropped straight
set decisions with the exception of Julie Rose, in No. 2
singles, who lost 4-6, 6-4, 0-6.
Wednesday the Spartans went from the frying pan
into the fire as they ventured to UC-Irvine’s home
courts. The Anteater’s victory over SJSU was their
fourth in row. Irvine sports only a 13-12 record but that
is due to a tough schedule which includes playing
many Eastern schools. Perhaps their biggest win so
far this year was a 5-4 win over Ivy league power Yale.
Morrison was once again one of only two Spartan
victors on Wednesday. She topped Irvine’s Lolla Trenwith 6-3, 7-5. Anh-Doa Espinosa captured the other
SJSU win, besting Colleen Patton, 5-7, 6-2, 6-0. All other
Spartans suffered two set losses, with the closest of
those being L. Rose’s pair of tiebreaker setbacks to
Kim Giordanella.
Notes SJSU played Cal Poly -Pomona on Thursday. Results of the match will appear in Monday’s
Daily.

A

ati

Greg Lee (center) and a host of Spartan
runners pound the track in the 5,000 meter

Tho to as Hardy
Fresno State. S.ISU will face
Cal at Stanford this weekend.

race against

USF names basketball coach
FRANCISCO
SAN
Brovelli,
(AP)
Jim
coach of the year in the
ConAthletic
West Coast
ference, today signed a
five-year contract as head
coach at the University of
San Francisco and promised to restore its scandal plagued program to greatness.
"I am really excited
about what I think is an exceptional oportunity," said
Brovelli moments before a
news conference to announce his hiring.
"It’s a chance to build
a program from scratch,
bring in my own players
and assistants. I’m looking
iorward to what I think will
be a tremendous new challange for me."

The Rev. John LoSchiavo, USF president. ordered the powerhouse
team disbanded and the
sport dropped in July 1982
after three violations of
NCAA rules in five years.
A key charge was that athletes were being paid by
alumni for jobs they didn’t
perform.

sion I play in the 1985-1986
season, but Brovelli begins
recruiting and setting up
the program in June.

Brovelli, who was a
basketball star before
graduating from USF in
1964, coached the University of San Diego to the
WCAC title this year after
11 years at the school.
More than 125 applicaUSF, which won the
NCAA title in 1955 and 1956 tions for the coaching job
with the great Bill Russell were received. The appliat center, will resume Divi- cants included Paul West -

head, former Los Angeles
Lakers and Chicago Bulls
coach, and several men
currently in head coaching
or assistant jobs on the college level.
With a limited budget
and fairly strict academic
standards at San Diego,
Brovelli was known for getting the most out of his
players. He posted a record of 160-130 during his
tenure there, including 1810 last year.

Association For Computing Machinery
and
Chinese Computer Association
presents
A Computer/Engineer
Seminar

"DESIGNING
A CHINESE
TYPEWRITER"

MS preferred.

Speaker Dr Wellington Yu from IBM

For further info
contact Dr. Persky in
the English Dept.

San Jose State University’s Third Annual

STAND-UP
COMEDY SHOW!
featuring...

Saturday, April 7th, 2p.m.
Guadalupe Room, Student Union
Funded

by

the

Associated

Students

S.F. Comedy Competition Champ
WILL DURST
"Chicago" Steve Barkley Marty Higgins Sean
Okane

Proem. by At Prograrn bent
Student Limon Ballroom Awe 6th, 8 00 p m $251) Students SJ 50 gen More Into 277-2807
rickets on Sale al A S Busyness Office and Bass Ticket Outlets)
FUNDED
BY
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
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Macabre poetry coming to S.J.
By Net ha Thacker

ics. I’ve got eyes, man," she concludes. The poem presents a powerful picture of destruction. The
beauty lies in the emotion the poem
evokes.
Her work is pervaded with her
intensely personal reactions to the
agony of human existence, She
paints a picture of what appears to
be a painful childhood, but manages
to move beyond it to celebrate the
living.
"We played dolls in that house
where Father staggered with
the/Thanksgiving
knife,
where
Mother wept at/noon into her one
ounce of/cottage cheese, praying for
the strength not to/kill herself,"
Olds writes in "The Pact." But she
also writes that though we "barely
survived," in that house, "we swore
to be protectors."
And when she writes of her chil-

Award-winning poet Sharon
Olds brings the beautiful, painful
images of her poetry to San Jose this
weekend.
; Olds won the 1983 Lamont Poetry Prize for her second book of
poems, "The Dead and the Living."
Moving from public to private
images of death and then to the living, Olds creates a cycle of poems.
The images are often terrible, but
she uses them to create poetry of
ge.eat power.
. "I can see the pale spider-belly
head of the/newborn who lies on the
lawn, the web of/veins at the surface of the scalp, her skin/ grey and
gleaming, the clean line of the/bayonet down the center of her chest,"
Olds writes in a poem titled "The Issues."
"Don’t speak to me about/polit-

dren, her joy in the living shines
through.
Olds was born in San Francisco
and educated at Stanford University
and Columbia University. Her first
book of poems, "Satan Says," won
the San Francisco Poetry Center
Award. She now teaches poetry
writing at New York University.
She will be reading from her
works at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the San
Jose Institute of Contemporary Art,
377 S. First St. The appearance is cosponsored by the museum and the
San Jose Poetry Center. Admission
is $3.
Olds will also present a
workshop for poets from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. tomorrow at SJSU in Faculty Office 104. Registration for the
workshop is $40, $35 for members of
the Poetry Center.

FBI starts manhunt for suspect

The Chinese Student Association will hold elections
between 2:45 and 4 p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan
Rom. For more information call 294-2604.
The SJSU Concert Choir and Choraliers will perform
iti Annual Spring Concert at 8:15 tonight at St. Andrew’s
Church at 13601 Saratoga Ave. Tickets cost $2.50 for senibrs and students and $4 for the general public. For more
information call Julie Wade or Dr. Charlene Archibeque
at 277-2923 or 277-2905.
The SJSU College Republicans will hold its weekly
meeting at noon today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
more information call Paul Mezzetta at 736-2282.
The Theatre Arts Department will be holding auditigns for a Mari Lyn Henry Workshop between 2:30 p.m.
and 5:30 tonight in HGH 117. Those interested need to be
prepared for a cold reading and should bring a picture
arid resume. Sign up for times at the Theater Arts Office
in :HGH 101. For more information call Kusta at 277-2763.
The SJSU Folk Dancers will host a dance at 8 tonight
tithe Women’s Gym Room 101. For more information
call Ed Webb at 287-6369.
The SJSU Campus Ministries will hold a concert of
prayer from 2 to 4 p.m. today in the Spartan Memorial
Chapel.
A joint Physics and Meteorology department seminar
will be held at 3:30 p.m. today in the Science Building
Rom 258. The speaker will be Dr. R. P. Turco of R & D
Aisociates who will speak on "Nuclear Winter: Global
COnsequences of Multiple Nuclear Explosions." Coffee
a i cookies will be served in Room 251 before the talk at 3
p. . Call Dr. Joseph Becker at 277-2361 for more informat i n.
,
: The Beta Alpha Psi - Gamma Xi Chapter will hold
ite third formal meeting at 8 tonight at the Los Gatos
_..’

Revell said every FBI office in the nation had been assigned investigative tasks in the case "to ensure full coverage." Revell said the FBI has no information on Wilder’s whereabouts since Sunday, when he was spotted in
Las Vegas, Nev.
On that day, Michele Korfman, 17, who had participated in a beauty contest, was last seen at a Las Vegas
shopping mall. Hers is one of the disappearances in which
Wilder is wanted for questioning.
Revell said, "We have reports of him approaching
three other young females in Las Vegas at that time."

Martin the Spartan

Dean Fortunati

QUIT WALIIN G
ON 114E PIANO!!

SPARMGUIDE
MEChA will be having volleyball practice at 5 tonight
at. the Seventh and San Carlos streets court. For more information call Jesse Marquez at 277-8029.

He added that if Wilder were responsible for all the
cases "it would be a classic case of sexual, serial murders," a type of crime that has drawn increasing attention this year from federal officials, because the murders
often take place so far apart that they cannot be connected by local authorities.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The FBI launched an extraordinary nationwide manhunt yesterday for Christopher Bernard Wilder, a 39-year-old race car driver
charged with kidnapping one woman and suspected in the
death or disappearance of six others from Florida to Nevada.
The FBI called reporters to an unusual news conference to announce that Wilder, who holds dual citizenship
in Australia and the U.S., had been added to its "Ten Most
Wanted Fugitives" list and to appeal for help from the
public in apprehending him.
"We don’t normally do this," said Assistant FBI Director Oliver "Buck" Revell of the news conference. "But
he represents a significant danger. He’s extremely active, very dangerous, and this approach may lead to his
apprehension."
"He’s making contacts on an almost daily basis, and
this is potentially a very prolific situation," Revell said.

Lodge. A social hour will begin prior to this, at 7 p.m. The
guest speaker Elliot Smith from the General Accounting
Office will speak on "Governmental Accounting." Additional information can be found in Business Classroom
316.
The deadline for the Foreign Languages Essay Contest is at noon today. Application forms are available in
Sweeney Hall Room 301.
The Biological Students Association I BSA) will present a talk titled "A Kestrel Is a Kestrel Is a Kestral," a
comparative study between the Venezualan and California Sparrow hawks at 1:30 p.m. today in Duncan Hall
Room 352. For more information call Carmen Bryant at
287-7694.

Jim Bricker
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The Black Students of Engineering will host a barbeque at noon on Sunday, at the barbeque pits. The cost is
$2.
The SJSU Men’s Volleyball Club will compete in a regional volleyball tournament between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
tomorrow and Sunday at the College of San Mateo. For
more information call Pat Murray at 995-0910.
The Spartan Rugby Football Club will be playing
against the University of Santa Clara, Santa Cruz at 1
p.m. tomorrow at the rugby field on the South Campus
side of Spartan Stadium.

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

American Associations of Teachers of German will
hold a spring conference from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow
in Sweeney Hall Room 100. For more information call Dr.
Conrad Borovski at 277-3358 at 11 a.m.
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WHO?

The Community Committee for International Students will provide conversational tutoring for all international students from I to 3 p.m. today in Administration
Building Room 206. For more information call Muriel at
277-3690 or 277-3691.
Students with Hart will hold a weekly meeting at 1
p.m. on Monday in the Allen Hall Formal Lounge. For
more information call Weslee Howell at 277-8963 for more
information.
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL VISION PLAN Enroll now,
’ Save money teeth and eyes For
information see A S Office or call
phone 14081371-8E111

Customed designed sofa & love
seat 4450 00 5 place bedroom
stole $55000 8 ewe formal dm
ing room suite cost $1675 00 Sell
6800 00 8 It lighted pecan well
sell
cost
$ 1275 00
8650 00 Coffee & end tables
lamps. stereo Can help deliver
units.

DON’T LOOK ANY Further, BAPTIST
Student Union is for you Everyone
is welcome Come join in week
day Bible study at 11 30 on Tues

140131238-9809

HELP WANTED

days in the Guadalupe Mm of the
Student Union

For details on our

other Bible studies and activities
on campus call Karen at 377
0772
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give In
someone you love. , beautiful
colt, tiptoed by John Paulson Pho
tography 448 2388
HEALTH INSURANCE, Operations and
hospital mow. COSI more then you
think For health insurance In help
Pey sowing hospital...gr., hills
check with State Farm Ellen Van
Nonwick Agent Stet, Farm Ins
978 7171
’REGARD MAN AS A MINE ooh in
gams of inestimable value Educe
Iron can alone cause it to fecal
Ito treesures end enable mankind
to benefit therefrom Baha I Writ
Inge
SUMMER ’84 IN PERU Travel to lona
Cuzco. Machu Picchu Ameron
etc Total acumen. in Spanish
and Peruvian culture Earn 7 units
or more Learn by livIng with a Pe
ruvian family

Call Dr

Hamilton

Dept of Foreign Languages. 277
2576 Leave your name address
’ and phone number
UNINSURED MOTORIST

BEWARE,
New law Automatically lose your
driver license Good student and
non smoker discounts Call for a
quote 280 7428 Auto renters
and life Marta Formic Insurance

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen
ter Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm
Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00 pm
Flees* .11 Campus Mrnistry 298
0204 for worthip counseling pro
gram. and litudy oppottundres
Rev Noche Shwas Fr Bob Hinters
St Joan Pencils Rev Norb Fun
Isabel

AUTOMOTIVE
et TOYOTA 4.4 TRUCK, 5 speed
cream *thrown stripes
E noel
cond C.11 272 9313 287 3080
SUBARU 2 dr sedan loaded AC
5 cd AM/FM c ..... le 286 X
lint cond $5Kroffer 978 1118
71 FORD MAVERICK

Pool PS P8
smill top Hither, side moldings
lee cond 12200 CM 723 7754

FOR SALE
COSTOM AIRBRUSHED T ahlrts We
handpeint shirt, using your uthe
dation or photo We not only
draw cars & trucks ere pont any
thing on anythongo Yen murals end
canoe... Coll RAT RIDER 14081
266 1500 4 718 Meridian Ave
at Branhem Lane Alpha Bela C..
ter San Jose
VINCI SALE’ fled kitchen set Au
hal and ethic All A o Cell Nonc
,,!Pl0eoomRsse9e 732 3195
GENT SALE, AN interim furnishings
from 3 000 sq h lusuty home

HIRING,
AIRLINES
eeeee vatronists,
Worldwide, Call

Stewardesses
914 539 000
Directory

for

Newsletter
Guide
44400

1 916 944

Pubecatron,
FOR
LOCAL
Graphic design & Nicoll to work 2
days .week Toes 1 pm 9 pm
Wed Rem 5 pm Call 280 7203

ARTIST

ask for Margaret
BABYSITTER FOR 291,10 Ages 513
Flee 4 9 pm or 5 10 per Live
in out nitgot Non smoker CaN
Regis. 238 8907 alter 8 pm
CENTURY 24 theatre is hiring. PiT po
Clone Special movie privelages
Apply after 6 pm Mon /Fri or after
I pm Sat Sun to Century 24
Blvd . San Jose
741Winch
CLERK VIDEO STORE’ Part time good
California
personality
API*
Video 1949 Tully Rd S J
COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Form
/frith Tech market research firm
looking for P T person Duties in
telephone & libtery re
clude
catch

filing

typing

gopher

mg etc Good opportunity Int Oar
son willing to learn Flexible hrs
send maitre no cells to Gordon
David Software Acres lot 2685
Menne

Way

Ste

1320

Mtn

Vrew Ca 94043
CRUISESH1PS HIRING, 916 530 000,
Cerribean Hewett World Call for
1
Guide Directory Newsletter
916 944 4440
Looking I or
STUDENTS,
DRAMA
work" Here, something you’ll do
well at Gusrenteed twisty p10 550
noses for phone soles Dens or
evenings no *spawn. Cell 354
1177 Mr Collins We want you
EXTRA SCHOOL MONEY1 South Bay
ratio research needs phone help
26 30thrs wit Call Ken after 3
p m at 288 5400
FULL OR PART time ;matrons with nit
growing sporting
lions fa s
goods mfg Innoctive new con
cepl For appt call 354 2004
GREAT STUDENT JOB, Busperson &
ho sssss needed at Eulipia Radar
rant Good pay 374 5 1st Sr
280 6181
McDONALD

Pay
well above min wage ell Ars
avail I sssss rows Mon Fro 3 4 pm
Los Gatos 356 3095

HELP

WANTED

HERRING GROUP HOMES homes for
male youth 13 18 or’ is looking
lor chilli care Steil volunteer and
paid positrons are ’vertebra Call
taPlant at 729 5126 103
NEED CASH, Earn $500 each school
year 2 4 IflechNI hrs per week
placing end filling Postal. dn cam
pus Serious workers only we give
rerommendetrons CO now for
summer & newt fall
6679

1 800 243

OFFICE HELP for busy retail store
Weekends and evenings Pert time
now pots lull time for summer
Call Kathy 296 7393
OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Engineers
EE -CS Chem Mitch Software
unix compilers ’septic Sr Tech;
R&D i FS Oa Tea vacuum . cad
cant. <mos chip designers Send
resume end call 971 8333 No
fees not an agency Hnech AIM
crates. 33 E San Fernando St
301. S J
OVERSEAS JOBS Sommer yr rnd
Europe S Amer Auetralie Ague
All fields $900 $2000 mo Sight
seeing Free info Write IJC PO
Be 52 CA38 Corona Del Seer Ca
92625
RIVER RAFTING CO re looking for
guide trainees for ’84 season Call
Gary at 462 3237
TEACH ABROAD. 2 positions available
in English and ESL at Tunghai Unt
oeriotn Taiwan MS p eeeee red
For deteils contact Dr Persky
ADM 201
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY has
lob openings for day/eves Pon
time or full time openings evelleble
immediately and for summer
in person afternoons be

Apply

hymen 2.4 pm
WAITRESS AND BUSPERSON wonted
for Jahnssa eeeee urant on Motgan
Hill 779 8440
$12

PER 1111 Attractive
women wanted to model for am.
tour photographer Call Cho, at
DOLLARS

998 0503

HOUSING
rent
CLEAN 4 BORMi2 be house
Walk to SJSU. quiet at deteched
garden
IrS
12
bsmt
garage.
$1100Ynnth
AC
centre* ht
737 7111 or
41100 depoott
998 1096 Robert
spec xis...quier.
FURN
1 BORM
owl, decorated WIG I elec pd
$425 plus $300 sec deo 288
8622

LOST Et FOUND
FOUND, MALE German Shop Baden
on 3,30 at SJSU App.,. 1 yr
371
old
has bliogroy collar
1593

PERSONALS
free cre
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
dentist’s legellze your right to the
rNorld
Write
title ’Reverend
Christianship 1618 Stases Clo
vie C. 93612
JEFF. YES I will go to KE PD if you will
come to rnme Ah the memories,
Tuamor DEBRA
cleat,, now you
LET BY GEORGE
Full service salon Open 24 hrs by
, 279
spot Free concha..
4611
Pill DELTA THETA. Thank Inc for the
deficious h,aekf.st We really en
preciated et, Inc ALPHA PHI
Someone Cares
PREGNANT
BIRTHRIGHT will help Y.. gel
free pregnency cc find doctor
Micro Unsocial ant find place for
arm to Stay continue your school
09 It you we pregnant and need
help you will find someone to listen
and help at BIRTHRIGHT CC us
day or night 241 8444 Cone

donna! Help with Dignity
PREGNANT & UNHAPPY’ Loving cou
ph may be able to help Call collect
415-591 8362
PREGNANT

& WORRIED, Childless
couple would like to help Call col
Ivo 408.725 0329

SERVICES
BARE

IT

ALL, StopshavIng waxing
tweezing or tieing chemical depth
tones Let me pormenently remove
your unwanted hair ichin.bikInI
tummy moustache. etc I 15 par

cent discount to students and lac
ulty Call before June 1. 1984 and
get you, 1st appl at 1,2 price
"Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Care " Gwen Chalgran R E
559 3500. 1645S Boman Ave
C ’Hat Today. Gone Tomorrow’.
CARICATURE ARTIST for patios et
fraternities sorotities and dorms
946 8572 SAVE THIS AD.
ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC,
Unwanted
heir removed forever by a proles
sional R E Confidentuld By
poontment only call 247 7486.
355 S Baywood Ave San Jose
loft Stevens Creek Blvd I

FREE 2 MINUTE PREGNANCY TEST
Introduce yourself to our proles
atonal fnendly lowcost health
care services We heoea full range
of 011iGYN (including family plen
ning and abortion,. Cooly meth
cine and

psychotherapy deport
went We’re located ogle around
the corner from SJSU at 15th &
Santa Clete Streets Call Women s
Community Clinic Inc at 287
4090 for information end or op
porntrnents Bring this ad bra free
pregnancy test
FUTONS carefully hendcref fed from 3
8 layers of the finest 100% cot
ton dreamer/eat futons are ayeil
able In variety Of sizes and col
ors
Also frames
pillows
and
coot,, of the same line quality at
affordable prices
Student dis
counts
DREAMSWEET
4513
9710 298 4183
INVITATIONS & CERTIFICATES for all
occasions end all budgets Calti
grephy our specialty For Free Esti
metes Call
Invitations
Inc 408,286 3404
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogr
’,cher’ If there were swat You
could have fantastic time at your
wedding and still get nehonel
award winning photography you
would want to know more about it
wouldn I you’ For the pest
seven years John Paulson Pho
togrephy has been doing lust that
for merry couples Perhap sve can

Mance. The Math Institute offers
help in the form of 3 and or 6 hour
intensives Overcomong Math Any
rely. Arithmetic for Adults. Basic
CREST or
Algebra, Geometry

in typtng term paws thesis re
ports. cc Sunnyvale. 736 8910

ELME Preparation Group end or
private tutoring available 14081

format

per hr inc chemi
RENTAL DKRM
cals & dry mount press Call for
NM, 9-5 delly. 10 1 Sat We spa
claire in dam supplies. featuring
Kodak Ilford Onenteleuder 1 day

TELLER TRAINING INSTITUTE can
start your banking career while
keeping your present class sched
ule Call 241 4300
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY al reasons
Ale ttttt You keep the negatores
CW1(4081252 4283
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY’ Excel,
hone, quality and reliable service
doesn’t have to be expensive For
complete cosecs,* at very afford.
Ma rates. call anytime TAKAT
377
PHOTOGRAPHY
SUNO

thesis tymng

more

CaN now 408 274 2231
100 pm Mon Fri
Open 900
1661 Burtlett Dr Sr DS J
MOVE THROUGH LIFE with Math Con

IBM

from SJSU for your convenience,
We specialize in resumes term papers, thesis mailing labels & rope
tithe letters, Coll ICS at 292
8461 for en appointment’ We
have very cheep ttttt plus 10%
off your first service.

ACCURATE TYPING than last and de
pendable IBM correcting selectoc
Work guaranteed Call Renee at
978 1445
AMPARA’S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
ciscing Typing Services All kinds
7274996
14151
969 4491

INTELLIGENT TYPING Fugnme laptog
editing service
specializing in
cademic work
Familiar wah
tricot style manuals In Mountain
View with easy access frorn High

Scott Blvd & San Tomes E sew y
CALL LINDA for professional typing
$ 1 50,page
’word
processing

ways 280 and 101
Klein141519137 0 792

idouble spaced piCa typal 10 del’
It,, disk storage Cassette Iran
scription available Neer Almaden
Guar
Expwy
& Breohern Lc
enteed quick return on all papers
P110116264-4504

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK BAJA, Surfboard ad
ventures Camper coaches coo
koul meals lessons and learning
boards or bring your own rqi
L ttttt S F 0 13 ’alums 4 22
(cloy full moon & warm weather
sailing 83139 includes ell Green
Tortoise 415 821 7922

TYPING
TYPING
ACCURATE
ABSOLUTELY
296
Trust Tony
that’s tops
2087 IBM Sektchic Available 7
days weekly All work guaranteed
Fast depend
ACCURATE TYPING
able conscientious Experienced

provements

upon request
SJSU Rene e at 287 6050

971 9315

student
pressions
996 3333
sssss Located in Campbell

SUNNYVALE VALLCO Marc,,.
Mg IBM Selectric III Prompt neat
accucte
81 25 page
(double
spliced pical 7390115

EASYTYPE SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Reports theses resumes bus,
Word proccsing
ness letters
available Fest end accurate call

TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for
all your typing needs Call Perfect
Impreressions
996 3333
Stu
dent rates Located in Campbell

249 0412
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY 101 .1 your
typrng needs
reports rcurne
theses prof @clonal quality fest
end
accurate
LOW
RATES
181 25 pg double specedi
Re

TYPING SERVICE Resumes term pa
charts grephs Transcrip
Pas
lion too’ Fest accurst* student
sssss Near 280,1 Sunnycle Call
730 8969

sure" from 85 00 Can Pam at
247 2681 Located in Santa Clara
near San Tomes and Moor.

TYPING TERM Papers etc Reasons
Ale rates Call after 5 30 p
RAMIREZ Typing end Bookkeeping
Service 259 3395

HAYMOND & TYSON Sec,afa,ial Serv
ice F., acCurt prof
typrog
IBM Selectrth II Call Sharon at

Tarn papers etc
Espenenced end fest ramonable

926 9224

PAPER DUE, Door
Don’t worry Emergency, ere ma
speciality Cail Mrs Ryan for guar
anteed professional results Ape
Tumbler, or any other format
01 50 per page double spaced
252 6663

WANT IT TYPED RIGHT, Call Write
Type Typing & edrIong by the
page hr or lob 20 yrs cow Bar
bare 972 9430 eves 298 4606
days
WHEN YOU NEED word Pmce.mg
you went Memel! Enterprise Vou
get speedy return plus the olumale
in accuracy and super quality 20
minutes west of campus Reach.
.1 241 0503
WORD PROCESSING

The ultimore in

professional ’Venni
Guff’f.Utf.d
student
S uer free Reasonable
rates Pick up and delivery avail
able Call Cindy at 274 5604
PROCESSING
WORD
Typing
fast
51 50 page 10 yeah exp
Sand scuor guar
turn around
w ised OHL 1 000 word 0to
this.. IBM correcting ’electric
medical and tape transcription
(Campbell areal Easy access off
freeway Call Nem., at Bee 2458
WORD PROC TYPING & Copra say
Carole
ice convenient locetron
194 717101 280 1000 You can
also come in end use OW computer
to type papers resumes etc 3
otter
Special
eyed
terminals
$300 path, & 1 hr FREE won a
3 hr rental Open weekends and
everungs
WORDSWORTH
in
SUNNYVALE
Word Processing letter quality
service for reports Cc Resume
cover letters can include ...se
merging Reed, prospect.. ern
plOyer s desks effortlessly Canon
uous form letterhead quoin, peps,

Print Your Ad Here

Four
Day
Se 36
0506
$5 76
$6411

beteatullsoilillemel
59 Lines 94000

rates Phone 269 8874
TYPING

& envelopes and venous C.
Styles Intertribal Fast and accurate
turnround Upgrade your written
work w class 14081245 1049

TYPING THESIS

Ad Rates

inian
Days
14 15
14 85
8955
5625
I 70

Neer

DUALITY TYPING Service Near SJSU
Term papers resumes and reports
Fast and eiccirrete Low ttttt C11

2193
TERM PAPERS thesis resumes for all
your typing needs cell Perfect Im

Wen,: app. iinnateir 317 1.100,0 and spaces for each hr.

Minimum thins lines on ono day

Two
One
Dey.
Day
31.rries SJ 10 5380
4 Lines 83 80 CI 50
5 Lines 1450 55 20
151.1nes 9S20 9590
Each Addronnai line Add

Conroe &

MASTERPIECE TYPING for that Perfect
Niter, Professional work guar
&mood
Theses
ReSurnes
and
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Author to give selling tips
to potential free-lancers
By Net ha Thacker
which people are interested, and checking with editors beAspiring writers may find it hard to believe, but au- fore you write.
thor Gordon Burgett maintains you can sell 75 percent of
Another seminar offered tonight deals with ways ti
your free-lance writing.
increase your income by writing. The eight fields to be
Author of "How to Sell 75% of Your Freelance Writ- discussed are short stories, articles, books. TV scripts.
ing" and "The Query Book," Burgett will be at SJSU this greeting cards, newsletters, ghost writing and newspaper
weekend to present seminars on his techniques.
columns. With fiction, Burgett says,"you take your
The difference between amateur and professional chances." and he recommends starting with non-fiction
writers, Burgett says, lies in the approach.
writing.
"Amateurs write, then try to sell. Professionals sell,
Burgett is the author of several books and more than
then write," he says.
900 magazine and newspaper articles. He also writes
Burgett will offer a seminar on Saturday on selling comedy greeting cards. He says he sells more than 75 perfree-lance writing. The seminar focuses on non-fiction ar- cent of his own writing. In fact, by selling rewrites and reticles and books. In it he will explain the professional sys- prints, Burgett says he sells more than 100 percent.
tem of selling your writing.
This spring he is offering 51 seminars for writers at
The seminar includes information on the kinds of
writing that sell best, the use of query letters, how to sell campuses throughout the CSU system. Tonight’s semireprints and rewrites and the tax deductions available to nar. "Eight Ways to Increase Your Income by Writing,"
takes place from 6:30 to 10 p.m. in BC 002. Fee for the
writers.
The difference between writers who sell most of their seminar is 935.
work and those who don’t is not in the writing. Burgett
Saturday’s seminar runs from 12:30 to 5 p.m. in the
said, but in the process writers use to sell their work. He same room, and the fee is $40. Fees for both seminars inrecommends studying your audience, choosing an idea in clude a workbook with how-to information.

CANTERBURY
RUGBY PANTS
100% cotton
men’s & ladies’
sugg retail $32.00
SALE $16.00
youth sizes 4-14
sugg retail $30.00
SALE $37,44
Now Or,a4 ja 10.22
CANTERBURY
RUGBY SHIRTS
the original frou,
New Zealand
sugg retail $4200
SALE $20.00
CANTERBURY
RUGBY SHORTS
100% cotton
with pockets
sugg. retail $20.00
SALE $10.00
100% cotton
youth sizes
sugg. retail $18.00
Now
SALE 01
$1.4111:
$

Dean of Education is pleased
but sets objectives for future
By Wendy Stitt
Denny Auchard, SJSU’s interim dean of the School of
Education, is pleased with the accomplishments the
school has made this year.
"We’ve had a very good year to date. Our major goal
for the year was to continue planning, and make decisions
for the School of Education’s future," Auchard said.
There are three areas the School of Education wants
to improve upon, Auchard said. The first area deals with
admission to the School of Education. The second is curriculum, and the third is organizational structure. Auchard explained that there were three preliminary sessions with the faculty that dealt with those areas
mentioned above.
During the first session, Auchard said he announced
plans for the 1984 fall semester. There were eight different study groups working on specific aspects of implementing the plans. Auchard said. "This is moving along
quite well."
Auchard said he was pleased with last fall semester
in the School of Education.
He was also pleased with new cooperation efforts between different departments and the School of Education
Auchard referred to an "All-university task force,"
that was appointed by President Gail Fullerton after she
received a request by the CSU chancellor’s office asking
her to respond to 10 specific directives in a CSU education
report.
The report entitled "Excellence in Professional Education." addresses specific issues related to the preparation of teachers and other school personnel, and lists ap-

proximately 50 recommendations for improving teacher
education in the system.
He also discussed an informal advising committee for
the dean of education, that the School of Education established.
"It is composed of representatives from public
schools, the county Office of Education and the campus
This committee, fundamentally, is to serve in an advisory
capacity to the dean in areas ranging from education ti.
progress implementation," Auchard said. The commiltee, he said, was initiated last fall as an informal dialogue
group and it emerged into a more formal dean’s advisory
council.
Auchard is also pleased with the School of Education’s newsletter. The first newsletter was published earlier this year.
"We hope to have it come out monthly or bimonthly," Auchard said.
The School of Education is developing a "land-system" which is a network of computers, he said. "We have
the hardware, and now we need the money for the
software." he added.
"We ( the School of Education) continue to make progress. What happens in the future depends on current legislation and the impact it has on us and our ability to find
external funding," Auchard said.
The School of Education’s primary concern is to develop and implement the best possible teacher education
program for their service area and for the state, Auchard
said

THE INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE
Will Be Held At The Morris Daily Auditorium Tonite 7:00 - 9:00
For More Information Call 277-2731

JOIN YOUR OLYMPIANS
AND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD

eitve
CASCADE
top -of -the -line
goose down sleeping bag
with collar
sugg. retail $360.00
SALE $159.00
POLARGUARD BAGS
three season
sugg. retail $95, $105, & S140
SALE $69, $79, & $99
MOUNTAINEERING TENT
three season
double hoop tent
sugg. retail S160.00
SALE $89.00
FISHERMAN KNIT SWEATER
1000 Wool
pullover or cardigan
compare @ $120 - $150
SALE $49.00

4,

FLANNEL SHIRT
100,,- pre-shrunk cotton
with breast pocket
sugg. retail $15.00
SALE $7.00
GORE-TEX MTN. PARKA
fully seam sealed
underarm zip
sugg. retail $14000
SALE $89.00
GOOSE DOWN PARKAS
merr’S 8, ladies
choose from 3 styles
smaller sizes only
values to $170.00
SALE $59.00
GOOSE DOWN VESTS
men’s & ladies’
smaller sizes only
sugg. retail from $60 - $80
SALE $22.00
DANNER
GORE-TEX WALKING SHOE
low-cut & waterproof
comfortable vibram sole
iadies’ sizes only
sugg retail $70.00
SALE $29.00
GOOSE DOWN COMFORTERS
luxurious 100% Cotton shell
billy baffled
all four sizes
,,qg retail $190 to $340
SALE $99.00 to $199.00

S25 OFFALL 10K

14K GOLD RINGS

See Your Jostens Representative for details of Jostens Easy Payment Plans.
Date

April 2-6

10am-5pm
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